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Abstract 

A de::;cription is gi.ven of the facilities provided by the 
National Bureau of Standards on Cheyenne Mountain in Colorado 
and in its vicinity which are used for the measurement of the 
transmission loss on radio transmission circuits operated in the 
frequency range from 92 to 1046 Me. Some preliminary results of 
these measurements are presented together with tentative theoretical 
explanations. 
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SUMMARY 

This sununary is intended to be sufficiently extensive so that 
those not interested in the rletails m� nevertheless optain a com
prehensive review of· the work going on at Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado, 
near Colorado Springs. 

An essential part of � radio system of communication, navi
gation, or remote control is the propagation between the trans
mitting and receiving antennas • The most significant measure of 
the characteristics of this part of a system is a parameter we 
shall call the "transmission loss," that is, the ratio of the 
power radiated from the transmitting antenna to the resulting 
signal power available from the receiving antenna. The trans
mission los.s depends upon (1) the gain characteristics of the 
transmitting antenna, (2) the characteristics of the terrain 
between the tr��mitting and receiving aqtennas {except in the 
very special case of the transmission between aircraft separated 
by a distance much less· than their altitude above the ground), 
(3) the characteristics of 'the atmosphere between the transmitting 
and receiving antennas, and (4) the gain characteristics of ·the· 
receiving antennas. 

Since the characteristics of the terrain and the atmosphere 
vary extensively with geographical location, the National Bureau 
of Standards has been conducting and coordinating an extensive 
program for the.measurement of transmission loss in various 
parts of the United States� An indication of the extent of this 
cooperative program may be obtained fran figure 1, which gives 
the locations of the transmission paths under stuey. On trans
mission paths greater than, say, 4b miles in length, the varia
bility from minute to minute in the characteristics of the 
atmosphere along the path cau ses the transmission loss to vary 
over wide ranges. A proper assessment of the impo�tance of this 
fading to the operation of a radio system can be obtained only 
by recording the transmission loss over an extended period of time. 
In general it is believed that a minimum of one year's recordings 
is essential for such an assessment. Examples of the appearance 
of this fading at points far bey�nd the radio horizon are shown 
on figures 21, 33, · 36 and 37. Statistical analyses of the fading 

.observations on the paths originating from Cheyenne Mountain trans
mitters are shown on figures 28� 29, 30, 31 and 32. 

In anticipation of the development and extensive use of the 
frequency band 890-1600 Me for air navigation systems·involving 
air-to-ground transmission paths, the Air Navigation Development 
_Board is supporting an e�ension of the NBS radio propagation 
research program into this frequency region and under terrain 
conditions intended to represent, as closely as possible, typical 
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air-to-ground transmission paths. The primary purpose of this 
report is to provide a detailed description of the physical 
facilities provided by the NBS to make possible this extension 
of the program. Typical ground terminals of air-to-ground trans
mission paths consist of comparatively low antennas, say 30 feet 
above local terrain:, located on comparatively flat terrain. 
Figures 5 and ?a illustrate examples of sites chosen to simulate 
an actual ground terminal. Since the object of the transmission
loss measurements was the recording of signals over long periods 
of time, the actual use of an aircraft as the air terminal was 
considered to be impracticable. Instead, two sites were chosen 
on Cheyenne Mountain which are believed to simulate satisfac
torily the characteristics of typical air terminals several 
thousand feet above the local terrain. These sites are shown 
on figures 3 and 4, and their relation to the terrain along the 
transmission paths presently in use is shown on figures 6, 26, 
38, 42 and 43. 

Because of i'l:,s great cost it was decided to use only a single 
UHF transmitter, and this, operating at 1046 Me, was· located on 
the higher of the two sites, the transmitting antenna being at a 
height of 876o feet ·above sea level. With the assistance·of the 
United States 'Army Signal Corps who also have a vital interest 
in radio propagation information in the VHF and UHF portion of 
the spectrum, four other transmitters were provided in the 
Cheyenne Mountain program, operating on frequencies of 92, 100, 
192.8 and 210.4 Me, and their operation provides a means of 
extrapolating the results of the 1046-Mc observations to ot,her 
frequencies and then indirectly to the other transrrrl.ssion paths 
shown on figure 1 which have a much wider variety of terminal 
heights and climatological characteristics. Descriptions of these 
five transmitters are given on figures 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. 

In order to extend the range of the ·transmission-loss 
measuring system very narrow�band receivers were employed � 

approximately 500 cycles per second bandwidth - and very precise 
crystal control of the transmitter and receiver oscillators 
was used to make this feasible. The receivers used have a high 
degree of gain and noise-figure stability and are described in 
some detail on figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. 

The ability to predict the 1046-Mc transmission loss an.d 
its variability expected for a wide yariety of transmission 
paths is obviously essential to a prediction of the range and 
reliability of radio systems operating in this part of the 
frequency spectrum. For example, if it is known that P is the 
minimum power from the rece�ving antenna (expressed in °deci� 
bels above one watt) necessary to provide satisfactory service 
in a given system, then the transmitter power (in decibels above 
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one watt) required to provide satisfactory service for p percent 
of the time is equal to L (p) + P0, where L (p) denotes the trans
mission loss (in decibels)·exceeded for (100 � p) percent of the 
time. Figures 29 and 30 give L (p) as a function of p based on 
our preliminary datao 

The geographical spacing between systems, operating in the 
same or in adjacent parts of the spectrum, required for the 
elimination of mutual interfererice, is a function not only of 
the transmission losses expected with each .system but also de
pends on the correlation between the variations in these two 
transmission losseso Discussions of this, and other applica
tions, of our data are not contained in this report but will 
be included in later reports. It is believed that such questions. 
can be treated satisfactorily only with respect to particular 
systems for which all of the pertinent parameters are specified. 

An extensive �heoretical discussion of within-line-of
sight propagation is given in Section VII of this paper. This 
shows the degree to which transmission loss is calculable at 

. poirits within the line of sight. It is shown, in particular, 
that the terrain within line of sight of the lower of the two 
antennas in a system will affect the expected transmission loss. 
This means, for exampleJI w.i.th a ground antenna at a height of 
30-35 feet, that the character of the terrain within a radius 
of about 8 miles of this antenna may be expected to affect the 
performance of the system for all transmission paths within the 
line of sight. Furthermore, a criterion of roughness is given 
indicating'the deviations from a smooth spherical surface which 
are permissible 'Within this horizon distance in order to make 
possible the accurate calculation of the expected transmission 
loss. It is interesting and significant to note that the terrain 
in the vicinity of the Kendrick ·'site (see figure 5) was not 
sufficiently smooth to satisfy this criterion at 1046 Me nor 
even, for that matter, at 92 Me� Although the information 
available supports the validity of the theory, it will be neces
sary to collect eA�ensive additional experimental data in order 
to obtain a more complete appreciation of its significance. 

Progress has recently been made also in the development 
of a theory of propagation to points far beyond the horizon 
of the transmitting antenna. The data plotted in figure 24 
for this far region indicate a much lower rate of attenuation 
with distance than was expected in previous estimates, while 
figure 25 indicates the degree of success achieved in explain
ing these results by means of the Feinsteir) theory of partial 
reflection recently developed at the NBS.ZJ Figures 26, 27, 
34 and 35 provide information of use in the interpretation and 
application of this new theory. 
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I .  INTRODUCTION 

The National Bureau of Standards Cheyenne Mountain Field 
Station at Colorado Springs� Colorado� has been established to 
supply radio propagation information which closely approximates 
transmissions from an aircraft to distanc�s far beyond the 
horizon. Information is being obtained in such a way that re= 
sults advance our over-all knowledge of the factors influencing 
radio propagation in other parts of the world and in other radio 
systems not immediately under stuqy. 

At the close of World War II3 considerable effort was being 
made in the air navigation field to de·velop a unified system of 
air commun:i.cations and nav:i.gation in the frequency range 960 ·to 
16oO Me. Thi.s work is now centralized in the Air Navigation and 
Development Board which is administratively under the Civil 
Aeronautics Administration. 

Very little quantitative infomation exists relative to 
the effects of irregular terrain for transmission pat.hs within 
the radio line of sight and still less at distances beyond the 
usual service range of navi.gational systems where signals would 
be a source of interference to nearby facilities operating on 
the same or adjacent frequency char.111els o 

In order to expedite the program of research in tropospheric 
propagation which is designed to determine propagation factors 
required for effective allocatl.on and use of VHF and UHF frequency 
bands 3 particularly from an ai.r navi.gation standpoint, the Air 
Navigation and Development Boa.r·d has been sponsoring a ra.pid 
expansion of the tropospheric propagation research facilities of 
the National Bureau of Standards at Cheyenne Mount ai.n.9 including 
the ·development, installation and operatJ.on of a system for 
st.udying propagation f act.ors at approximately 1000 Me. Thi.s 
system utilizes a transmitter which gives the hl.ghest continuous 
power output of any lOOO��Mc trat\smitter ever de-veloped in t.his 
country and specially developed very narrow bartdwidth receivers 
capable of measuring received signal powers much lower than usual 
receivers for this frequency range. This high level of system 
performance is necessary to obtain radio propagation data at 
great distances. 

. ··· ·:--:w-.... _ 
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The United States J.rrrry Signal Corps, because of their vital need 
for radio propagation information in the VHF and UHF frequency bands, 
have also been sponsoring the acceleration and expansion of research 
facilities at Cheyenne Mountain. Military personnel of the Signal 
Corps are participating in the work and are receiving training in the 
methods of making VHF and UHF radio propagation measurements. 

The Cheyenne Mountain measurements at frequencies between 92 and 
210.4 Me, which are not in the proposed air-navigation band, provide 
a means of stuQying climatic effects on tropospheric propagation in 
Colorado and vicinity, for comparison with many other regions of 
the country where measurements have been made at-these presently
used air-navigation communications, FM and television frequencies. 
A high system performance in the range 92-210.4 Me has been achieved 
through the use of stabilized transmitters, relatively high antenna 
gains and very narrow-band receivers. 

· 

A picture of the over-all VHF-UHF tropospheric field strength 
program of the National Bureau of Standards may be obtained from 
figure 1. This shows the numerous propagation paths over which 
VHF and UHF field str�ngths are being measured. 

II. SYSTEM SELECTION 

When the National Bureau of Standards was requested to acceler
ate its tropospheric propagation research program, a complete atuqy 
of existing facilities and equipment was initiated. System design, 
selection of a suitable site, and establishment of the Cheyenne 
Mountain Field Station followed. Some of the moat important factors 
concerned with the selection of the Cheyenne Mountain location and 
and system design employed are as follows: 

A. Site 

It was proposed to locate a site and install a system 
for long-term continuous radio-propagation measurements over 
air-to-ground paths near and below :the horizon. Use of air
craft for one terminal was considered prohibitively expensive 
and impractical for long-term continuous recording; moreover, 
their use would not permit the obtaining of data under ex
tremes of weather conditions. For these reasons, ground in
stallations which would simulate an air-to-ground path were 
sought. Accordingly, after an extensive survey, a site on 
Cheyenne Mountain near Colorado Springs, Colorado, was chosen. 
This mountain, 9200 feet above sea level, rises abruptly out 
of the eastern Colorado plains and provides an excellent 
"airborne terminal" which is over 3000 feet above the adjacent 
plains. The existing all-weather road and high-voltage power 



facilities to the mountain summit were also important factors 
to be consideredo Receiving sites and paths with almost any 
desired characteristics were available at the distances of 
interest, including smooth� moderately rough and rough terrains 
as well as some of the most rugged terrain in North America� 
In addition, highway systems extending eastward into Colorados 
Kansas, and Arkansas 9 offered a number of approximately 
radial all-weather highways$ suitable for mobile recordings 
and convenient to fixed recording siteso The location of the 
Armyv s Camp Carson and the Air Force installation at Peter-· 
son Field in Colorado Springs were considered as making 
future aircraft investigations and measurements practicalo 

The primar,y objective of these experiments was an 
investigation of radio fields produced near and far beyond 
the horizono This required a receiving and recording system 
embodying maximum sensi ti.vi ty, accurate monitoring of per� 
fornance 9 accurate calibrations and a minimum of variations 
over extended operating periods o From a propagation research 
point of view_p the absence· of suitable available equi.pment 
i.n the 92�16oQc>Mc range has been fortunate9 since it made 
possible the desi.gn and development of a system speci.fi.cally 
suited for propagation measurements rather than the usual 
compromise adaptation of existing connnercial or mi.li tary 
equipmento The system sensitivity of a number of e:xper:i.� 
mental methods was· analyzed and comparisons made on the 
basis of a 11Margin of Detectability" � Mo This was calculated. 
in db below the free-space value for radio waves propagated 
over a path arbitrarily taken to be 200 mi.les long o M is 
the excess of the free -space power at this distance over· 
the minimum detectable power and is expressed by the follow� 
ing formulag 

whereg 

M (db) .. Pt = Lt = Lz. ·= Lf � Pm!! (1) 

=, 20 log10 (4nd/A.) = Gt � Gr$ 

� 10 log10 (p f k T B).9 

(2) 

(3) 
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• average transmitter power delivered to the transmitting 
antenna transmission line, expressed in db. above one watt, 

Lt, Lr a transmission line, antenna and coupling circuit ohmic 
losses at the transmitter and receiver, respectively expressed 
in db, 

• transmission loss expressed in db expect�d for transmission 
through free space to a distance, (d), expressed in wave
lengths ('A), 

Gt, Gr • gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas (relative 
to an isotro�ic antenna) expressed in db, 

Pm • minimum detectable signal in the presence of receiver noise, 
expressed in db above one watt, · 

f • receiver noise figure, 

k • Boltzman1s constant .. 1.37 x lo-23 �oules per degree K, 

T 

B 

p 

• absolute temperature taken to be 30q° K, 

• equivalent noise bandwidth of tne receiver in cycles per 
second, 

· · d t tabl t · f 
signal power th t b a Illl.ID.mum e ec e ra �0 0 noise 'power. a can e 

measured by the detection circuits and is a function of 
(1) signal and noise bandwidths, (2) mod�ation (i.e., for 
pulses, the pulse width, pulse repetition frequency), (3) 
detector characteristics, (4) gating and band-sweeping 
techniques� (5) receiver-gain.stabil�ty, and (6) receiver 
noise-figure stability. Detailed treatment o!� S9_Il}e of 
these factors can be found in the literatvre. �* 
A study of narrow-band sweeping circuits to improve sensi
tivity, made at Central Radio Propagation Laboratory by 
J. W. Herbstreit and W. Q. Crichlow, was .used in the analysis 
of the cw systems. Further studies· of this problem are · 

being made at the present time, but, tentatively, such 
circuits have been rejected as �uitable for our present 
application. 

* See references at the end of this report. 

" 
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For the purposes of our present analysis3 the antenna gains 
may be treated as constants in the above equation. Similarly3 
the receiver noi.se figure (f) can be considered invariable for 
a particular frequency and3 at 200 miles s the distance in wave 
lengths (d./A.) is also constant. Current research on recei.ver 
noise figures in the lOOO=Mc range did not promise aqy substantial 
reduction from the 8-lO=db noise figures of good 1000=Mc 
receivers and 10 db is therefore considered a practical constant. 
At VHF somewhat better noise figures can be obtained; at any one 
frequency3 ·)1owever9 this is also assumed to be constant. The 
loss terms Lr and Lt can be made to approach unity by careful 
design and avoidance of long transmi.ssion lines. Lumping all 
these relatively constant parameters into one constant trans= 
mission loss KAg 

M (db) � KA + Pt - 10 loglO B = 10 loglO p (4) 
From this abbreviated relationship it can be seen that 

chQosing a system is reduced primari.ly to choosing average 
power outputs bandwidths9 and threshold=detection factors. It 
is clear from equation (4) that the use of a system with the 
highest available average power and the narrowest feasible 
bandwidth will provi.de the largest margin of detectabiJ.i t.y. In. 
additi.on to theoretical considerations 9 practical operating 
problems and costs were signi.fl.cant factors in deterrrd.ning a 
final systems since the ult:imate objective was continuous 
24=hour=per�day operation at all frequencies. Available high= 
power tubes in the lOOO=Mc range r.onsisted of three major typesg 
(1) magnetron9 (2) klystron9 and (3) resnatron. An average 
continuous=wave power output of at least 1 to 5 kw was avai.l able 
in these tubes. A peak pulse power. of several megawatts was 
available in klystron tubes having approximately the same average 
power as the cw tubes • Pulse�modulated transmitters producing 
several megawatts peak power3 however3 require extremely bul� 
power supplies and modulation units because of high=voltage 
requirements. In comparison.3 cw transmitters of the same average 
power operate at lower voltages with less complex high=volta�e 
design problems. The resnatron provides extremely high=power 
outputs 3 of the order of 30 · kw 9 and can be cryst;al controlled; 
it was not seriously con5idered9 however3 because the average 
filament life of such a tube has been only about 150 hours • 

Moreover3 the design features of a resnatron have been such 
that a vacuum must be maintained by continuous pumping. 

The factor of bandwidth.ll B3 is not an independent variable3 
since it determines not only the noise level but influences the 
signal threshold for a modulated system. From a propagation 
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point of view the si gnal bandwidth need only be wide enough to 
pass information on the tropospheric variations of the trans
mitted signal o Previous experience indicated that bandwidths 
of 10-100 cycles involve an extremely high degree of frequency 
stability (1 part in 108 to 1 part 109) both at the receiver and 
at the transmitter o Another method investigated was a system 
employing narrow-band sweeping techniques to follow the expected 
long-time frequency drifts of the transmitter and receiver 
oscillators o An analysis ·showed that· the use of the sweeping 
technique does not permit detection of as weak a signal as does 
the narrow-band stabilized system with comparable detector 
characteristicso Pulse systems utilizing gating circuits in 
the receiver to improve noise thresholds offer considerable 
advantage in threshold detection, but require a high degree of 
gate synchronization, comparable to the frequency stabilization 
problem in the simpler cw narrow-band systems . 

A survey of frequency stabiJtzation potentialities of both 
crystal-controlled high-powered cw transmitters, and crystal
controlled receivers indicated that an·over-all stability of the 
order of 100 to 200 cycles at 1000 Me was feasible . Direct 
crystal control of the entire system was attractive because it 
eliminated complex sweep and gate circuitry in the receivers 
which would operate largely unattended except for periodic 
calibrationso 

Attainment of low signal thresholds must be accompanied 
by provision of adequate signal generators capable of operating 
at low output levels, in order for practical measurements to be 
madeo 

By weighing all the practical problems of delivery dates, 
installation, operation, gain stabilit,y and maintenance aspects, 
together with the technical parameters, a system was designed 
incorporating extremely stable crystal-controlled transmitters 
with unusual freedom from undesired frequency modulation, and a 
narrow=band (500-cycle) crystal-controlled receiver recording 
systemo Details of this equipment are described in the following 
sections of this report o Table I sUIIIJTlarizes the transmission 
los s factors determining the margin of detectability finally 
.achieved in the system,and Table II gives additional detailed 
data relative to the receiving system characteristics . Table III 
is a summary of the distances and bearings from the transmitter 
terminals to the v�ious receiving sites. 
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Table I 

TRANSMISSION LOSS FACTORS DETERMlNING THE MARGIN OF DETECTABILITY 
OF THE FINAL ·SYSTEM' ADORTED FOR CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN 

. 

Frequency (Me) 

92 100 192.8 210.4 1046 

Pt (db) 33.010 33.010 .33.010 33.010 )6.021 

Lt (db) 0.089 0.104 0.304 0.185 0.215 

Lz. (db) 0.193 0.111 0.181 0.344 1.037 

Gt (db) 9.25 9.98 10.40 10.60 .26.00 

Gr (db) 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15 

Lf (db at ll0.478 110.472 115.759 116.313 114.843 
200 miles) 
10 log10 f 10 10 ;to 10 12 .. 

10 log10 (kT) -203.862 -203.862 -203.862 -203.862 -203.862 

10.log10 B 30 30 30 30 28.45 

10 log10 P* 0 0 0 0 3 

pm (db) -163.862 -163.862 -163.862 -163.862 -16o.412 

M (db) 86.112 86.185 80.628 80.030 80.3.38 

* This factor depends upon the receiver stability and can, in 
principle, be reduced considerably by averaging the detector 
output over a period of time for which the receiver m� be 
considered to have stable gain and noise figure. The use of 
time constants greater than a few seconds, however3 will have 
the effect of averaging out some of the fading of the received 
signal and thus in a loss of some of the information desired 
about the nature of the propagation. 



Table II 

RECEPTION CHARACTERISTICS - CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN TRANSMISSIONS 

Ground Eleva- Distance Fre- Receiving Antenna Antenna Transmission 
Location tion Above Sea . . in quena,y Elevation Above . Antenna Gain .(Iso- Line Lo.ss 

Level - ft. Miles Me Sea Level - ft Type tropic Gz:) Lr .. 
Kendrick, 49.4 92 5260 + 36.75 Dipole 2.15 0.46 

Colo. 5260 49.3 100 526o � 18.75 II It 0.69 
49.3 192.8 5260 t 17.50 n It 1.03 
49.4 2i0.4 5260 t 35.50 a " 0.76 
49.3 1046. 5260 + 42.67 " n 4.12 

Ka.rVal, 5060 70.2 92 5060 + 36.75 2.15 0.19 
Colo. 100 5o6o + 18.75 II 0.12 

192.8 5060 + 17.50 " 0.19 
210.4 5060 + 35.50 " 0.3.5 

1046 506o + h2.67 n 1.03 

Haswell, 4315 96.8 92 4315 + 36.75 Dipole 2.15 0.19 
Colo. 96.6 100 4315 + 1:8.75 II a 0.12 CD 

.96.6 192.8 4315 + 17 .so " • 0.19 I 
96.8 -210.4 4315 t 35.50 II It 0.35 
96.-6 104� 4315 t 42.67 a II 1;03 

Garden City, 2655 226.6 -92 "2855 + 36.75 Dipole "2.15 0.97 
Kansas 226.5 100 2855 + 18.75 " n 0;74 

226.5 192.8 2855 t 17.50 a " 1.14 
226.6 2i6.4 2855 t 35.50 n II i.71 
226.5 1049 2855 + 42.67 " n 1.67 

Anthony, 1335 393.5 -92 1335 + 39.00 571 Rhombic 15.15 2.40 
Kansas 92 1335 + 39.00 115i n 15.95 2.6 

100 1335 + 39.00 571 II 12. 15 2.46. ,I rr: 100 1335 + 39.00 1151 II 15�55 2.84 
192.8 1335 + 39.00 115' n 13.25 3.5 

1046 1335 + 30.00 10' .Parabola 26.15 3.15 

Fayetteville, 1325 616. 3 100- 1325 + 38.00 120 t Rhombic 15.55 1.87 
Ark. 

.. 
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Table III 

DISTANCE AND BEARING FROM TRANSMITTER 

Receiver Site 

Kendrick 

Karval 

Haswell 

Garden City 

Anthony 

Fayetteville 

Transmitter 

Base 

Sununit 

Receiver Sites 

Kendrick 

Karval 

Haswell 

Garden City 

.Anthony 

Fayetteville 

Base Site Sununit Site 

49.4 - 106.375° 49.3 - 105.569° 

70.2 - 97.627° 70.2 - 97.059° 

96 .. 8 - 105.668° 96.6 - 105.255° 

226.6 - 105.424° 226.5 - 105.247° 

393.55- 103.454° 393.49 - 103.352° 

616.3 - 103.67° 616.3 - 103.67° 

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE 

38.774° 
104.862° 

38.764° 
104.864° 

38.569° 
103 .. 984° 

38.632° 
103 .. 572° 

38.383° 
103.141° 

37.833° 
100.858° 

37.240° 
97.898° 

36.107° 
94.107° 
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III . SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

After studies on site selection and system design were com
pleted, detailed plans for procedure were drawn up. Initially 
three general frequency ranges were selected: 100, 200 and 1000 
Me . The 1000-Mc region was selected to supply information in the 
96o-1600-Mc band allocated for aircraft communication and naviga
tion. The 100 and 200-Mc systems offered a common basis of 
comparison for the general data being collected on a nation-wide 
recording program. This program, sponsored by the National Bureau 
of Standards,involves the recording of commercial FM and TV 
stations in locations having representative cli matological con
ditions, usually lmder contracts with Uni versities or other 
qualified organizations q The data collected at C heyenne Mountain 
under controlled conditions at both terminals, together with the 
data from the nation-wide recording program, would then provide 
propagation information for most types of locations and climate. 
Additional factors affecting the selection of these frequency 
ranges were the availability of surplus 100 -Mc commercial FM 
transmitters and conventional tubes which could be used in 
amplifier-doubler stages at 200 Me . A general description of 
the system is given under two major divisions as .follows: 

A.  Site 

A map of the area showing the location of transmitting and 
receiving facilities is shown in figure 2. Figures 3 and 4 
are photographs of the two transmi tting sites on Cheyenne Mountain 
showing the general installations. An idea of the relative 
heights of the transmitting terminals can be obtained by noting 
the appearance of Colorado Springs in  the background of figures 
3 and 4 .  Figure 5 s hows the recei ver installation at Kendrick, 
Colorado, and is typical of the four fixed sites where the 
terrain i s  es sentially bare rolling hills departing from a 
smooth spherical surface by only a few hundred feet.  As  will 
be shown in a later section of our report, even such small 
irregularities are of major importance in connection with the 
propagation of 1000-Mc signals for which the wavelength is 
only about one foot o The dis tant portions of �,'' E path through 
south-central and south-eastern Kansas become progressively 
smoother but finally become much rougher at a distance of 
approximately 600 miles in the Boston Mountains of northwest 
Arkansas. Terrain profiles are shown in figure 6 for each 
5-degree interval of true bearings from Cheyenne Mountain 
between 90 and 115 degrees. This terrain slopes from a ground 
elevation of approximately 6000 feet above sPa level at the 
base of Cheyenne Moun·tain to approximately 1500 feet above 
sea level in western Arkansas. 
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The four fixed receiver sites were installed at distances 
from 49 to 227 miles . { See figures 2 and 6 . )  These were 
chosen to provide propagation measurements over paths that 
were (1)  radio optical , (2) near the radio horixon, { J )  a 
moderate distance beyond the horizon, and (4) far beyond the 
horizon . Since the nature of UHF propagation beyond the 
horizon is not well understood, a mobile receiver-recording 
system was designed and constructed for additional investi
gations of field strengths well beyond the hori zon . This 
unit has been est�blished at fixed points for several d�s 
and progres sively moved to the more dis tant locations as 
indicated by the reception of recordable signals . A typi� 
cal mobile installation i s  shown in fi gures 7 and 7 a .  

B. Equipment 

The preliminary objectives of the Che,yenne Mountain 
experiments are to measure radio field strength produced 
near and far beyond the radio horizon wi. th a carefully 
monitored transmis sion and recording system whi ch i s  divided 
into four equipment classes : ( a) Transmitting, (b) Receiving, 
( c) Recording, and ( d) C alibrating . These are described 
generally as follows : 

( a) Transmit.tinf - The operating frequencies are 92, 
100 , 192 .8, 210 . and 1046 �4748 Me . The available con
tinuous power output is 3 kw at 92  and 100 Me and 4 kw 
at 19 2 .8 ,  210 .4, and 1046 .4748 Me . During propagation 
measurements the transmitted energy on e ach frequency 
is confined to a band less than 50 cycles wide . This 
in combination with narrow-band receivers insures the 
maximum "Margin of Detectability" for a given receiver 
and provides data at maximum distances .  As pointed out 
in the description of system selection, the detectable 
signal in a given system is essentially a function of 
average power output, b andwidths , and threshold=detection 
factors . Reducing the receiver bandwidths or detection 
factors by 1/2 is effectively the s ame as increasing the 
average transmitter power output by a factor of two . 
As an example , if received signal power at some given 
distance were recorded on a regular commercial FM opera
tion at 100 Me where the receiver b andwidth is necess arily 
150 kc and the effective radiated power of the transmitter 
10 kw, the equivalent power . for field-strength recording 
purposes could effectively be increased to 3000 kw by 
reducing the transmitter drift and incidental modulation 
to much less than 500 cycles and the effective nois e  band
width of the receiver to 500 cycles . 

··-�:-... .=--..... 
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The frequ ency stability of each transrni tter is capable 
of being maintained to within .:!:. 200 cycles of the assigned 
c arrier frequency . This in sures that the tr ansmitted signal 
power is measured within the !. 1/2 db nat-top respons e of 
the receivers . The frequency-monitoring equipment for 
checking the transmitter frequencies utilizes a Hewlett
Packard frequency counter in con junction with a General 
Radio Primary Frequency Standard. 

All transmi tt.in g ant enn as hav e  moderate · power gains. 
Sinc e the purpose  of these st udies w as to observe propa ga
tion over air-to- ground paths under conditions similar to 
those of typic al air-navigation systems, omni-directional 
transmitting and receiving ant ennas would h�ve been most 
desirable. However3 a mountain is not a typic al airb orne 
terminal because of other mountains to the rear and at 
either side . These mountains are excited by the RF fi elds 
of the transmitting antennas and reradiation occ-qrs. In 
order to minimize this reradiation from the ad jacent terrain 
and to approach the conditions expected for a typical air
navi gation system some moderate directivity is desirabl e. 
A careful survey of the transmitting sites resulted in a 
choic e of an over-all solid angle of radiation correspondin g 
to r anges of 60 degrees in azimuth and 15 degrees in eleva
tion. Figure 8 is a photograph of the transmitting antennas 
at the summit site. The VHF antennas at the base site are 
identical . 

Modulation systems were provided in all transmitters 
to assist in carrier identificati.on and to protride facilities 
for · modulation studies. 

(b) Receiving - The receiving equipment was desi.gned t o  
measure accurately the transmission loss on each of the 
fiv e  frequ encies ip.volved. It has s everal f eatures to 
improve its stability characteristics and nake it  adaptable 
to a narrow�band recordin g system . G en eral recording 
characteris·tics of all receiver s are approximately the same, 
but the desi gn and construction f eatures of the VHF and UHF 
equipment differ widely because of frequency. 

Both the VHF and UHF rec eivin g equipment are frequency 
stabilized by multiplying the 100- kc output of a primary 
frequency standard to the appropriate oscillator in jection
volta ge frequencies . In locations where recordin gs are 
made on all frequenci es ,  one common primary frequency 
standard is used for five rec eivers. The r eceiver circuits 

. for feedin g the data�recordin g equipment are essenti ally 
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the s ame for all receivers . The equipment installation 
and faciiities in the mobile recording units are the same 
as those at the fixed re cording sites . 

(c ) Recording - Received power is recorded at all loca� 
tions on clock-drl ven charts , and at the more distant 
recording sites, where fading makes analysis of chart · 

data impractical ,  on time-totalizing recorders . These 
time-totalizing recorders are equivalent to a battery of 
clocks , each one rec0rding the total time that a certain 
pre-set signal level is exceeded. Each clock is aoti� 
vated by the receiver when the appropriate pre-set ·si gnal 
level is crossed . Re adings of the clocks are periodi
cally recorded by an automatic camera system. 

( d) Calibrating = The calibration of receivers and 
measurement of the avai.lable signal. power from the 
system is based on a comparison betwee.n that available 
from the receiving antenna transmission line and that 
avail able from the output of a calibrated signal genera
tor with the s ame impedance (50 ohms ) . All signal· 
generators us ed at various locations are related to a 
standard and to transmitter power indication devices . 

IV. SYSTEM COf1PONENTS 

The system for collecting propagation data m� be divided 
into three equipment groups . These are � ( A) Transmission, 
IB) Reception, and ( C ) Data Recording . The se groups are further 
divided according to frequency range and indi vidual components ; 
they are discus sed in detai.l appropriate to their importance or 
unusual features as follows � 

A. Transmi ssion 

The transmis sion system includes all of the basic 
components as outlined in block di agram form on figure 9 .  

( a) UHF Transmitter - lO}d.6 Me . This transmitter was 
built by Varian Associates o f  San Carlos .ll Californi a, 
for the National Bureau of Standards . Its installation 
in the summit building on Cheyenne Mountain is shoWl� in 
fi gure 10.  It was designed to meet the rigid specifica� 
tions of the narrow-band, continuous-wave radio propaga� 
tion system for Cheyenne Mountain . This transmitter 

meets the essenti al  system requirements of radiating a 
high-power, essentially monochromatic, stable , continu
ously monitored radio�frequency signal at 1046 .4748 Me . 
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It is described in more detail than the VHF units because 
t�e transmitter is unique in having the highest continuous 
power output of any 1000 Me transmitter in the country. It 
consists of four major components . They are : (1) the 
crystal driver unit, (2) the klystron power amplifier, 
( 3) the direct current power supplies, and (4) the antenna 
systems . The driver unit and the klystron amplifier instal
lation may be seen in figure 10 . 

(1) The Crystal Driver Unit - Tpe basic requirements 
for a driver unit for this type of transmitter were 
very exacting and necessitated the employment of a 
number of rather unique design features .  The first of 
these requirements was that an extremely stable basic 
crystal source be chosen so that multiplication of the 
output frequency of the crystal standard 10,368 times 
could result in an essentially monochromatic output 
with a long-term variation of less than 250 cycles at 
1046 Me . A General Radio primary type 1100 AP frequency 
standard was selected to meet these requirements .  For 
reasons of technical simplicity in the receivers,  the 
output frequency desired was not an exact multiple of 
100 kc . A crystal unit approximately 1 percent higher 
was used. The General Radio Company cooperated with 
the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory in this prob
lem by designing this special crystal at 100 .93315 kc 
and performed appropriate tests to verify adequate 
perf(lrmance . Long-term experience over the past six 
months has shown that the actual total variation 
between two General Radio Standards is les s than 125 
�ycles at the final 1046-Mc frequenqy . ( The second 
standard is used as a crystal unit for the local 
oscillator multiplier chain in the receiver . )  

The second requirement specified that the driver out
put at 1046 Me should be free of all types of modula
tion and noise, and have a constant power output . To 
accomplish these results, considerable effort was spent 
in the design of this unit . The plates and filaments 
of all tubes are operated on well�filtered, De-regulated 
supplies, which are in turn supplied by AC regulators . 
To reduce spurious outputs and unwanted modulation com
poneq.ts , the stages are arranged as follows : All of 
the low and medium freque�cy multiplier stages consist 
of two tubes with the grids connected in push-pull and 
and plates connected in parallel (for the doublers ) ,  
and both grids and plates in push-pull for the triplers . 
All of the input and output circuits and high Q, double 
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tuned and sli ghtly undercoupled. The radio frequency drive 
on all stages is sufficient so that the transconductance 
of a tube can drop to 50 percent of its normal value with
out affecting the over-all out.put of the transmi t.ter. In 
practice it has been possibie to operate at full output 
for a period of several weeks with the tubes in two of the 
stages having transconductances of less than 20 percent of 
normal' values .  The high=frequency multiplier stages are 
grounded-grid, coaxial�cavi ty typemul tipliers . In these 
stages, as in the lower frequency strip, all of the above
described precautionary measures against unwanted modul a
tion components are employed with one single exception; 
these stages consist of a single tubeo The arrangement 
of the driver unit is shown in the block diagram of 
figure 9 .  

( 2 )  The Klystron Power Amplifier - The final amplifier 
consists of a 4=kw output , three-cavity, klystron tube 
and as sociated components o This type of tube in itself 
presents a unique solution to the high-powered problem in 
this frequency range . The tube is a low-efficiency de
vice ,  generally of the order of 20 to 25 percent, but 
this dis advantage is greatly offset by the extremely 
high gain of the tube in this circuit ( 400) . The arrange
ment of the tube elements is shown in figure 11 . 
Basically, the tube operates as follows g The filament 
is heated from a 6=volt supply and requires 50 amperes 
for normal operation . The difference in potential 
between the cathode and filament is 2200 volts , which 
produces by electron bomb ardment the heating of the 
tantalum cathode, the primary source of the electron 
beam. A further difference in potential of 119 000 volts 
exists between the cathode and the body of the tube � 
which in turn produces the high=velocity electron stream 
moving through the drift space and the cavi ti.es o These 
electrons are absorbed by the catcher or bucket, causing 
it to heat up . This heat is removed by a large-capacity 

· water cooling system . The operation of the tube i.s simi� 
lar to that of low=pm<ered klystron tube types, except 
that the electron beam is magnetically confined to the 
correct path by use of three focusing coils around the 
cavities . 

A number of rather interesti.ng circuits have been employed 
to maintain constant power output from the tube under 
operating conditions . For example, since the electron 
emitter source is operated as a temperature-limited 
device, it is necessary to maintain the input power 

-'-=�-- ----
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to the filament-cathode co�stant . This is accomplished in the 
following manner. The cathode supply is regulated to keep 
the cathode temperature as nearly constant as possible in 
order to maintain the temperature-limited beam current at a 
constant value o This circuit uses a s aturable reactor which 
has one primary and two secondary windings • The primary is 
in series with the transformer whi ch supplies the klystron 
with its filament power . · The basic function of the reactor 
is to control the impedance of this primary winding and thus 
control the filament power . The filament is operated 
temperature-limited so that a decrease in reactor primary 
impedance will increase the filament power and so increase 
the cathode current and temperature • One of the secop.dary 
windings is a "bias " coil . The bias current is made up of 
a ponstant current plus a compensating current which decreases 
when the line voltage increases . The constant current is 
about four times that of the compensating current and sets 
the level of s aturation of the reactor and therefore the 
level of the filament power o The second of the reactor 
secondar,y c oils carries the cathode current . The current 
in this coil has an effect opposite to the current in the 
11bias " coil o The reactor is designed so .t hat an increase 
in the cathode current will increase the impedance of the 
reactor coil primar,y and so decrease the filament power . 
This prevents the cathode current from becoming excessive 
due to the "back 'heating effects . "  The saturable reactor 
prevents this "running away" because an increase in cathode 
current causes a decrease in the filament power to compen
sate for the increase in back heating . However, this effect 
is not large enough to keep the cathode power constant with 
changes in line voltage . If only the cathode coil of the 
reactor were sensitive to line voltage change s ,  an increase 
in line voltage would cause an increase in cathode voltage 
and a small increase in current would result . Therefore , 
the bias curr ent is also made sensitive to line voltage in 
such a way that an increase in line voltage causes a de
crease in cathode current sufficient to keep the cathode 
power almost constant . This is accomplished by making the 
compensating portion of the bias current decrease with an 
increase in line ·voltage o Thi s ,  in turn, reduces the total 
bias current and therefore the filament power and the 
cathode power, thus giving the over-all effect . 

Approximately 12 kw of heat are dis sipated in the klystron 
11bucket 11 under normal operating conditions . Cooling water 
is circulated through the �stron catcher bucket and the 
tube body, using a pwnp for circulation and an external 
radiator for coolingo The water for the catcher bucket is 
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metered with a flowmeter and a thermometer. These are 
both connected electrically into the beam voltage supply, 
so that a failure of water flow or excessive temperatures 
will automatically remove the beam voltage . The body 
water: flow is determined by two pressure gauges with 
associated interlock circuits so that a failure of body 
water flow will turn ·off ·the klystron filament, cathode 
and beam voltages . 

The last major unit of the klystron unit is the regulated 
Focus Coil Supply. This supply furnishes current for the 
three focus coils . The current in the top and center 
coils flows in the same direction but the current in the · 
bottom coil flows in the opposite direction . The purpose 
of the bottom coil is to counteract the effects of the 
two top coils on the formation of the electron stream at 
the cathode . 

Some of the electrons in the beam are attracted to the 
cav:i.. ty structure resulting in a small "body11 current . 
This current is dependent primarily upon the focus coil 
currents , but is also influenced by the degree of RF 
modulation or 1'bunching11 in the electron beam . The 
power gain and output of the klystron are also a function · 

of the focus· conditions of the beam. In practical opera=
· 

tion, the currents in the focus coils are adjusted to 
give maximum output power while keeping the body current 
minimized. 

(3) The Beam Power Supply - The power supply consists of 
three basic units : �1= the high voltage rectifier unit 
and associated AC control circuits, =2� the DC regulator 
unit, and -3- the control paneL The power unit operates 
on three-phase 208 or 230 volts AC and is capable of 
supplying 14,000 volts at about 2 .0 amperes . The circuits 
of the high-voltage rectifier and the stabilization 
equipment are shown in figures 12 and 13 , respectively. 

The operation of the power supply as a unit can best be 
described in conjunction with the description of the 
regulator unit . The regulator unit consists of a two� 
stage DC amplifier, an adjustable reference voltage 
source, regulated power supplies and the high-voltage 
divider . Referring to the block diagram on figure 9,  
it can be seen that the high.:...voltage divider balances 
the high negative output voltage against the positive 
reference voltage . The voltage unbalance signal from 
the divider is fed to the DC amplifier and after 
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amplification appears as a large controlling voltage at 
the grids of the gate tubes .  This voltage on the grids 
of the gate tubes alters their conduction in such a 
direction as to minimize the unbalance signal at the in
put of the DC amplifier . Thus , within the limits C!lf the 
amplifier and the gate-tube range, the output voltage is 
quite close�y proportional to the reference voltage . 

It can be noted in the block diagram that no LC filters 
are used but filtering and regulation are entirely 
dependent upon electronic circuits . The basis for this 
exact regulation is the use of five Weston standard cells 
as a reference voltage source . In this way the two 
standard reference supplies (for the DC amplifier and 
tubes in the high-voltage reference supply) are maintained 
within a few mv of rated voltage . As an example,  the 
high-voltage reference supply will ahow a change of less 
than 5 volts at 4850 volts with the input line voltage 
changing fr x 212 to 248 volts . 

The high-voltage rectifier unit consi�ts �f ·two �ull
wave three-phase systems connected in series, so arranged 
as to produce . the equivalent of a 12-phase system. The 
gate tubes consist of four 3X2500F3 Eimac tubes in paral
lel . The entire rectifier system can be controlled re
motely from the transmitter control panel, thus greatly 
simplifying transmitter operation. 

(4) The Antenna and Power Measuring System - The antenna 
system consists of two moderate gain antennas and associated 
feed systems . The first, for horizontal polarization only, 
is a slot-fed, tapered array, guided by a divided horn. 
With this arrangement side lobes are attenuated to below 
the 20-db level while the vertical beam is maintained at 15 
degrees, and the horizontal at 6o degrees .  The second is a 
parabolic section illuminated by a horn, with the horn 
feed so arranged that either horizontal or vertical polari
zation can be . usedo The patterns and side-lobe conditions 
are essentially the same in each polarization as for the 
first antenna. Both antennas are tuned at the feed points 
by double stub tuners, thus maintaining a low SWR in the 
3-1/8 inch coax line and allowing the maxi.J1IWil power transfer 
out of the klystron. 

Absolute power of the transmitter is measured by a watt
meter which is essentially a coaxial water load with 
provision made for measuring the temperature rise of the 
water flowing through the load. The calorimetric load is 
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made from standard . J-1/8 inch line by a gradual transi
tion from air-to-water around the center conductor . 
The RF power heats and i� absorbed in the water as it 
flows through the load. The input and output water 
temperatures are measured and the power calculated. 

In addit�on, a continuous monitor is provided in the 
form of a Bethe-hole Qirectional coupler, crystal 
detector, tuning stub, and power meter. This meter 
reads the forward power flowing from the klystron 
towards the load . _ When the load is well matched, 
the meter indicates the power output of the trans
mitter directly. 

(b) VHF Transmitters - 92 100 192 . 8  and 210. Me ( see 
figure 1 • The 92-Mc transmitter installed on the mountain 
at the base site ( elevation 7700 feet above sea level) and 
the 100-Mc transmitter installed at the summit site ( eleva
tion 8800 feet above sea level) are conventional commercial 
J-kw FM-broadcast transmitters with provision for the use 
of a high-stability crystal-controlled frequency source and 
primary voltage regulation . 

The 192 . 8-Mc transmitter at the summit site and the 210 .4-Mc 
transmitter at · the base site are adaptations of conventional 
commercial FM transmitter driver circuits with the adQition 
of final power amplifier doublers . These are interesting in 
that conventional JX2500 A3 tetrodes� although not normally 
employed at such high · frequencies, were used for economic 
reasons and to simplify construction. These have given 
consistently reliable perfomance with a tube-life averaging 
well over 4000 hours . The frequency control of these trans
mitters also has provisions for more stable crystal control . 

The antennas for all frequencies from 92 to 210.4 are 
corner reflector types driven by half�wave dipoles and matched 
to 50-ohm J-1/2-inch coaxial transmission line . These an
tennas have gains of approximately 10 db relative to an iso� 
tropic radiator and directivity patterns such that only a 
small amount of the radiated energy strikes the mountain 
behind and below them. The power output of the transmitters 
is continuous� monitored. with a wattmeter periodically 
calibrated against a calortmeter load. 

In addition to the VHF transmi tters described above a 
1-kw commercial-type .FM transmitter operating on 100 Me has 
been installed in a house-type trailer . This mobile trans
mitting system will be used to make additional height-gain 
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studies by transmitting from the b ase of Cheyenne Mountain 
at approximately 6000 fe et above sea level and fro� Pike 1 s  
Peak at an elevation of 14, 250 feet . The power output, 
voltage regulating, and frequency-control systems of this 
transmitter are essentially the same as the others o The · 
frequency of 100 Me was chosen in order to tak� advantage 
of existing receivers . 

B .  Receiving 

Receivers are also divided into two groups , UHF and VHF . A 
block diagram of the UHF receivers is shown in figure 15 . A block 
diagram of the VHF receivers showing general construction and fre
quency relations is shown in figure 16 � 

( a) UHF Receivers - 1046 Me . The 1046-Mc receiver was de
si gned and constructed by the Polytechnic Research and Deveiop
ment Co . and design considerations were to obtain narrow-band, 
extreme-frequency stability, and high-gain stability . The 
receiver has a signal b andwidth of 500 cycles between points 
one db down from the maximum response . A no�se figure of 
approximately 12 db above KTB noise has been attained in this 
receiver . This narrow bandwidth and low noi s� figure yield 
a sensitivity, Pm, of approximately -16o db ( 0 .07  microvolts 
across the 50-ohm receiver termi�als ) .  The receiver is of 
the double super-heterodyne type with the lo cal oscillators 
crystal-controlled by multiplier chains operating from a lPO
kc General Radio type llOD-AP primary frequ,ency standard. The 
output circuits of this receiver were designed specifically to 
operate with 1-5 rna Esterline-Angus reQord�rs and D-10 volts · 
high-impedance time-totalizing equipment . The output response 
of this receiver is approXimately linear in both voltage and 
current with logarithmic input signal pow�r . The dynamic 
ranges available are D-20 db, 0-40 db, o-60 db . The receiver 
consists of a number of integral units which may be removed 
separately . The first of these major units is a preselector 
of the coaxial-cavity type . The selectivity of this tunable 
coaxial cavity is such that signals 25 Me either side of 
resonance are attenuated by 30 db .  This urp.t has an inser
tion loss of approximately 1 db at the 1046-Mc operating 
frequency. The signal out of the prese1ector is fed to the 
next · component of the system, which is a coaxially-mounted 
crystal mixer of conventional design .  Thi� third component 
of the receiver is a crystal multiplier chain operating from 
the basic 100-kc frequency standard and, consists of two 
integral strips . . The first of these st;rips operates directly 
from the 100-kc crystal standard and consists of a series of 
tuned multiplier stages which produceE� an output signal at 
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9 .6 Me . This output serves both as a local oscillator for 
the second mixer and drives the second high-frequency multi
plier strip . This latter multiplier st.ri.p consists of sev
eral tuned multiplier stages of which the last tripler stage 
is an RCA pencil triode mounted in a coaxial cavity. This 
last stage provides a loc al  oscillator power for the cr,rstal 
mixer at 1036 . 8  Me . The fourth component of the receiver is 
a 9 .675 Me IF strip . This strip consists of several singly
tuned stages of relatively conventional design. The last 
stage of this strip is  of typical cathode follower design 
providing a 50-ohm BNC coaxial cable termination. The 
output of this strip is  fed into a push�button attenuator 
with five attenuation settings : 0., J., 5, 203 and 40 db . 
The ,9 . 675 Me output from this strip is fed to the second 
mixer where it is heterodyned with the 9 .675-Mc local 
oscil lator previously mentioned in the multiplier chain . 
The 75�kc IF frequency from this second mixer j_s fed into 
the secot;1d and final IF strip • The narrow band of 500 cycles 
is attained in this final strip . Carefully designed double
tuned stages are used to obtain a flat-top response curve 
with a high skirt selectivit,y. The detector circuit is  
built into the last stage of 75-kc IF amplifier. An auto
matic volume control circuit designed to provide a linear 
output vs decibel ratio of input signal is included in this 
strip . Deviation of the desired signal within the narrow 
bandwidth· can be monitored by a high 11q11 parallel tuned 
circuit, adjustable over. a range of plus or minus 500 cycles 
from the 75-kc center frequency. The last component of the 
receiver consists of two electronically regulated plate 
voltage supplies and a filament voltage supply . The IF 
amplifiers are operated from one plate voltage supply_, and 
the multipliers and frequency deviation circu:i.ts are 
operated from the other . All filaments in the entire 
system are operated from the regulated DC voltage supply. 

(b) VHF Receivers � 92� 1003 192 . 8  and 210 .4 Me . These 
receivers have been constructed by the Polarad Electronics 
Corporation of Brooklyn, New York. Special features are 
utilized to improve gain and frequency stabili t.y: and to 
obtain a very narrow recording channel bandwidth. They 
are of a triple superheterodyne type» the frequency for 
oscillator injection voltages being controlled by the same 
lOQ-kc primar,r frequency standard as employed for the 104� 
Me receiver . The receivers are identi.cal for each of the 
frequencies front 92  to 210 .4 Me with the exception of the 
preselector preamplifier and the first crystal oscillator 
multiplier circuits . A detailed description of the 
oscillator frequencies, and of the frequency multiplier 
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s.ystem is shown in figure 16 , The transmitter frequencies were 
chosen for adequate separation of all fundamental and harmonic 
frequencies, and so that suitable receiver-oscillator frequency 
multiplication factors could be employed. The over-all effec
tive narrow bandiddth of approximately 1 kc is obtained in the 
200-�c third intermediate frequency amplifier which ha$ associ
ated with it a discriminator for determining that the trans
mitter and receiver are tuned to the same fre.quency. The 200-kc 
final IF frequency was selected so the second harmonic of the 
primar.y frequency standard which is adjusted to 100 kc br 
compari.¥g it wit;h WW"V 1 may be used to calibrate the receiver 
discriminator circuit . 

C .  Recording 

The same type of data-recording equipment is used with all 
receivers and consists of an Esterline-Angus clock-driven chart 
recorder and a 10-channel totalizing clock operated by the receiver 
AVC voltage and recorded by an automatic camera. The tota1izing 
recorder is designed to operate with a receiver DC output voltage 
over a 0 t? -lo-volt range . This voltage is an approximately 
logarithmic function of the radio frequency input voltage to the 
receiver . Eac;h channe� consists of a stabilized DC amplifier 
driving a bistable multivibrator which actuates a relay. The 
relay in turn operates a motor, revolution counter, and pilot 
light . The sequence of operation ( see circuit diagram in figure 
17 ) for each channel is as follows . Negative input DC voltage from 
a receiver is applied to the grid of the amplifier V1, with a com
pens ating negative bias applied to the grid of the upper tube V2 . 
When the magnitude of the input voltage exceeds the negative bias 
applied to the upper tube , the grid of the left multiyi�rator tube 
V3 is driven positive in excess of 60 volts . The multjviorator is 
normally operated with VJ cutoff and V4 conducting, holding t;he 
relay co11tact open . When V3 is rendered conducting by the positive 
input from the DC amplifier, V4 is cutoff, releasing the relay and 
operating the motor, pilot light and counter . V3 is periodically 
cutoff by negative pulses ( at a rate of 1000 per second) from the 
blocking oscillator .  The presence of these pulses r�duces the 
difference between the voltages required to activate and deactivate 
the multivibrator. The resistor R1 allows an adjustment of each 
channel to a desired pre-set level at which all input signals equal 
to or in excess of that level will operate the ten counters . 

A typical fixed-site recording installation is shown in block 
diagram form in figure 18 . 

Figure 19 shows a typical receiver totalizing recorder cali
bration in terms of receiver input voltage from a standard signal 
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generator for a period of one week.  Successive calibrations 
are shown to give an idea of system stability. Figure 20 is a 
photograph of the inside equipment in a mobile recording trailer 
showing rack-mounted data recording equipment and receivers . 

D .  Calibration 

The value of received signal power at the receiver input 
terminals is determined by comparing the signal 1 evel with an 
equivalent level from a calibrated signal source . The signal 
sources used are divided into two classes, VHF and UHF .  These 
are discussed separately as follows : 

(a) UHF - 1046 Me . The narrow bandwidth, extreme fre
quency stability, and high sensitivity of the 1046-Mc 
UHF receivers make it necessary to employ special signal 
generators for calibration purposes . These signal 
generators consist of three major components . The first 
of these is a series of frequency multipliers , similar to 
those of the local oscillator of the receivers, controlled 
by a Bliley Type BCS frequency standard of 100 .93315 kc . 
This basic frequency is multiplied 10,3 68 times to give 
the transmitt er frequency of 1046 .4748 Me . The power 
output of this multiplier chain is monitored by a UHF 
Hewlett-Packard type voltage probe and indicates the level 
on a meter on the front of the panel. The second com
ponent of the signal generator is a carefully designed 
wave-guide-below-cut-off type of attenuator . When the 
power output of the multiplier system is c alibrated to 
the normal reference level, the output of the atteiT�ator 
can be varied from zero to �140 dbm with an accuracy of 
plus or nd.nor 0 .5 db . The panel dial of the attenuator 
is calibrated ]n both db above one milliwatt and in 
mi.crovol ts . The attenuator has an output impedance of 
5o ohrrus with a VSWR of less than 1 . 2 .  The power supplies 
are the last major component of the signal generator and 
are similar to those used in the receiver. 

(b) VHF - 92 through 210 .4 Me . The signal-generator design 
problems in this frequency range are less stringent than 
in the higher frequency UHF band, and crystal control:� 
though highly desirable, has not been founq to be absolutely 
essential . Conventional signal generators using calibrated 
wave-guide-below-cut�off type of attenuators have proven 
marginally satisfactory when used with external voltage 
regulation and under stabilized temperature and vibration 
conditions . Frequency adjustments are accomplished by 
adjusting the signal generator frequency until the signal 
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source frequencr,y is at the center frequency of the final IF 
band as indicated by the receiver frequency meter . Since 
this meter is compared to a prirnar,y frequency standard at 200 
kc this method of setting the frequency of the signal gen
erator to the frequency of the transmitter is very accurate . 
Calibrations of the signal generators are made by the High 
Frequency Standards Section of Division 14 of the National 
Bureau of Standards . These are maintained by continuous 
checks with bolometer bridges and a cross comparison between 
generators . A system of comparing RF voltages with accu
rately measured 60-cycle voltages by means of selected, 
essentially flat frequency response,  crystal diodes has 
also been successful . 

V .  SYSTEM OPERATION 

Propagation data at Cheyenne Mountain are collected on a 
continuous twenty-four-hour-per-d� basis . This schedule is 
lirni ted only by loss of time due to regular maintenance or equip
ment failures . Less than 60 percent of this goal has b een realized 
to date because of slow equipment deliveries ,  new equipment faults, 
the problems of perfecting system operation, and the training of 
operating personnel . 

As of March3 1952, however , all transmitters were operatirg on 
a continuous schedule .  The fixed sites at distances of 49 . 3 ,  70 . 2, 
96 .63 and 226 .5 miles are visited and calibrated at least once e ach 
d�. The mobile sites have been operated for relatively limited 
periods at several locations . It is not planned to make continuous 
measurements at long distances but to take periodic samples of 
data during typical seasonal climatological conditions . Some 
special recordings planned for the near future include samples of 
data at distances equivalent to the fixed sites over several dis
similar paths and recordings at maqy additional locations over 
line-of-sight paths . 

VI . SYSTEM RESULTS 

Field-strength recordings have been made on all frequencies 
at various distances from the transmitters . Recordable signals 
have been received on 9 2, 100, 192 . 8, and 1046 Me as far as Anthony, 
Kansas, a distance of 393 . S  miles ,  and on 100 Me at F�etteville, 
Arkansas , a distance of · 616 .3 miles . Recordings are now being 
made at each of the four fixed receiving sites shown in figure 2 
on a regular basis in order to obtain measurements over an ex
tended period of time for the purpose of studying the effects of 
diurnal and seasonal factors on the transmission loss (received 
field strength) as a function of distance, frequency, and antenna 
heights . 
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Figure 21 shows sample fast-speed recordings of the field 
strengths received on 9 2  and 1046 Me at a distance of 393 .5 
miles . Calibration scales are shown in terms of "transmission 
loss "2/, microvolts input to the receiver and.11 for the 1046-Mc 
recordings , signal power available from the receiver transmis
sion line in db below a milliwatt . Trallsmis si.on lossY is 
considered to be the ratio of the power radiated from the 
transmitting antenna to the resulting signal power which 
would be available from the receiving antenna if it had no 
ohmic losses . Expressed in db� the measured transmission 
loss of a system may be written g 

where Pt, Lt,, and 1r were defined earl.ier and P a = measured 
signal power available at the terminals of the receiver 
transmis sion line expressed in db above one watt . 

Reporting measurements in terms of transmission loss  avoids 
the as sumption that a plane-wave front is received by the 
receiving antenna and thus that the full free-space antenna 
gains will be realized; this m� not be the case if the 
received fields arrive from a number of directions after 
being scattered in the transmission medium. 

The short spikes of high signal intensity which appear 
on the 9 2=Mc recordings of figure 21 are believed to be the 
the result of reflections of the signal from ionized. meteor 
trails as has pr�vi�"ttsly been reported in connection with FM 
broadcast recept1.onW and which have been the subject of 
independent researc� These spikes are not evident in 
the 1046=Mc recordings . These sample recordings, having 
been taken with a short time constant and an · accelerated 
chart speed, give a representative picture of the relative 
magnitude and rapidity of fading at this distance on these 
two frequencies . It � be seen t.hat.ll while the amplit.ude 
of fading on the two frequencies is roughly the same,  the 
frequency of fading on 1046 Me is about 10 times that on 92  
Me, i .e . ,  roughly proportional to the frequency. 

Results of the me asurements on all frequencies of the 
Cheyenne Mountain transmis sions in terms of transmission loss 
for the period January 20, 1952 to April 1, 1952 are shown 
in figure 22 . These are medians of the hourly median 
recorded field strengths shown for the periods of recording 
given in Appendix I .  
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In figure 23 the results have been plotted in terms of trans
mission attenuation relative to free space as determihed by use 
of the following exp ression: 

(6) 

Re su lts expressed i n  terms of attenuation relative to free 
space assume that the gains o f  the antennas as determi ned for 
reception of plane waves in free space ar e  realiz ed. Also 
shown for comparison on. figure 24 are the results of the Federal 
Communications Commis sion Ad  Hoc Commi ttee for 98 Me with a 
transmitting antenna height, ht t 

of 2000 feet and a recei.ving 
antenna height, hr, of 30 feet JJ as well as the __ re�-qlts of 
Fine and Higgins for the frequency range 288-700 Me� . 

It may be seen from thi s figure that there are two distinct 
regions, the near region where the field strengt h falls off 
rapidly wit h  distance and the far region where the field strength 
decreases much more slowly with distance. The rapid decrease in 
the very near region is generally in accordapce with what would 
be exp ected using conve ntional diffraction theory. However, in 
the very far region the measu red trans mi ssion losses are far less 
than those expected with conventional theory� A plausible ex
planation of these lowtransmission losses in the very far region 
has been gi ven by Dr. Joseph Feinstein of the National Bureau 
of Standards in his recent application of the partial reflection 
theory to the tropospheric propagation problem2/. This partial 
reflection theory is an extension of the results obtained for a 
slowly varying medium by Dr. H o Bremmer of the P hilips Lab oratories 
at Eindho�en, Holland. 

Curves of field st rength vs distance, calcul ated in accord
ance with the authors' interpretat ion of the partial reflection 
theory, are shorm in f igu re 25 together with the same measured 
data appearing in the previous figure. The agreement between 
measurement and the partial reflection theory in the far region 
is remar kab le o Figure 26 shows the geometry involved in  the 
partial tropos pheric reflect. ion theory for the path between 
Cheyenne Mountain and Ant hony, Kansas. The terrain has been 
plotted assumi ng an effective earth• s· radius 1 . 231 times the 
actual radius to allow for average air refraction exp ected in 
Colorado during the month of February. The four ray paths shown 
are rays which have the same angle of incidence and reflection 
at an assu med layer in the troposphere concentric with the earth 
and are tangent to the earth' s su rface at the horizon points as 
seen from the transmitting and receiving antennas. It may be 
seen t hat, at a distance of 400 mi les, these assumed reflection 
points occur at heights from about 15,000 to 35,000 feet above 
the earth' s surface. 

.. 
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The existence of four separate ray paths is more clearly 
illustrated i.n figure 27 where a plane e arth representation of 
the earth and a reflecting layer i s  shown. . In the upper por
tion of the figure the concept of having one tropospher:'l,c 
reflecting point. for both the direct and ground-reflected 
waves is illustrated . However� in this representation, Snell ' s  
law, requiring equal 4Ggles of incidence and reflection at 
both the ground and the reflecting layer3 is not s atis fied for 
the ray paths between the transmitting and receiving antenna . 
The lower portion of the diagram illustrates the four ray 
paths determined by s atisfying Snell 0 s  law at e ach reflecting 
sUrface �  (1) r1, the direct ray from the transmitting to the 
receiving antenna, via the reflecting layerD ( 2 )  r2, the 
direct wave from the transmitting antenna first striking 
the refl ecting layer and then being reflected at. the ground 
near the receiving antenna� (3) r3 , the gro1h1d�reflected ray 
from the transmitting antenna arriving via the layer directly 
to the receiving antenna and (4) r49 the ray which is reflected 
at the ground on each side of the reflect1ng layer . · 

The existence of a number of separate ray paths also 
provides an explanation for the observed statistical Ray
leigh distribution of instantaneous field strengths for 
relatively sho rt periods of time as is illustrated in figure 
28 for measurements taken at Anthony, Kansa&3 and Fayetteville , 
Arkansas . 

The distributions of hourly median signal levels for the 
100 and 1046-Mc transmissions at the various distances are 
shown on fi gure 29 3 and for the 9 2, 19 2 .  8 and 210 • 4�Mc t.r-ans
mission on fi gu.r.e 3 0 .  The total number of hom's of data 
included in these samples is shown on each cli.stri.bution curve . 
It shoul.d be noted that the variances of these distributions 
are generally smaller at the distances within and near the 
radio horizon (70 . 2 miles and less) and in the ·ver,y distant 
region, 226 m:i.les and beyond, than t my are at the intermedi
ate distance of 96 . 6  miles . An explanat ion for thi.s result 
may lie i.n the manner in which the field strength var.ies 1-r.l.th 
time of day at the various distances as shown in figur·es 31 
and 3 2 .  Over the shorter paths ·very little diurnal -varia-t:i.on 
of signal strength is observed, however9 at Haswel13 Colorado 
(96 .6  miles ) �  there i s  a definit�e increase :i.n field st rength 
during the nighttime ho"Qrs from that observed at midday . And 
then at Garden City., Kansas ( 226 . 5  rrd.les ) ,  and Anthony, Kansas 
(393 .5 miles ) ,  this characteristic diurnal variation is again 
not observed. 

Figure 33 shows s ample recordings of the lOO=Mc Cheyenne 
Mountain transmis sions made at Fayetteville_., Arkans as . The 

----- ·····-=·-
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upper record is a sample of recordings made with the recorder 
tape running 3 inches per hour and with a 20-second averaging 
time constant in the · recording circuit. The transmitter carrier 
was turned off on the hour for ten minutes and these periods are 
strikingly clear of noise or of interfering signals . The lower 
chart was made with a recorder tape speed of 3 inches per minut� 
This record is very similar to the sample recordings shown in 
figure 21 for 92-Mc transmis sions at a distance of 393 .5 miles , 
particularly with regard to the period and extent of fading 
of the background signal . Of particular note is the considerably 
more frequent appearance of the previously mentioned short
duration spikes of high signal strength, associated with meteoric 
ionization, riding on top of the weaker background signal. 

· 

The pos sibility that partial tropospheric reflections 
occur at such great heig�ts in the troposphere ( greater than 
15,000 feet) provides an explanation for the lack of a pro
nounced diurnal trend at these great distances , since variations 
in the gradient of refractive index with height would not be 
expected to have large variations at these great heights as 
compared to the relatively m�re turbulent portion of the atmos
phere very near to the earth ' s  surface .  The refractive-index 
gradient at the effective point of partial reflection is one 
of the important factors determining the strength of the 
received field strength under the partial reflection theory. 

Figure 34 shows the average r.efracti ve-index gradient as 
a function of height for the Cheyenne Mountain path in the 
months of February and August� �� determined from the 1945 
We ather Bureau Ratner Report .12/ The February values shown on 
this figure were used in calculating the curves on figure 25 . 
The climatic variation of the gradient of refractive index up 
to large heights above the earth 1 s surface is shown in figure 
35.  San Juan in July was chosen as an example of a warm, humid 
climate; Washington, D.C . in October as a temperate or median 
climate; and Fairbanks, Alaska, in February as a dry, cold 
climate . 

In order to investigate the extent to which the received 
field strengths fade together on two spaced antennas , simul
taneous recordings were I)'J.B.de on 92  Me at Anthony, Kansas , using 
two rhombic antennas . The lengths of the antennas were 5 .31 
and 10 . 75 wavelengths on a side, and the two antennas were dis
placed 50 feet in a direction normal to the propagation path . 
Sample results are shown in figure 36. With 50-foot antenna 
separations , it may be seen by inspection that the background 
signals from the two antennas are very closeiy correlated and 

, 
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fade together . Also it may be noted that the transmis sion loss 
is less on the smaller rhombic antenna by approximately the 
difference in gain . These observations indicate that the wave 
front is es sentially coherent and plane over the area taken up 
by the two antennas • Generally, the spikes of high signal 
strength of meteoric origin are more prominent on the shorter 
rhombic antenna which has a broader antenna pattern and con
sequently less discrimination against signals arriving from 
angles of incidence much above the low angles for which the 
rhombic antennas were designedo 

Figure 3 7  shows s ample simultaneous recordings taken on 
92 Me and 100 Me using the two rhombic ante:onas . In this case 
the �eceived signal strengths appear entirely uncorrelated 
except for the times at which the meteoric signals occur . 
Under these conditions , not only ts the frequency different 
but also the transmitter heights are widely different . 

VII o A FORMULA FOR THE TRANSMISSION LOSS OF SPACE WAVES 
PROPAGATED OVER IRREGULAR TERRAIN 

In order to provide methods of extrapolating the Cheyenne 
Mountain results to other transmission paths for which the 
terrain and the atmosphere are different, consi.derable time 
and effort were expended in the development of formulas suit
able for c alculation of the transmission loss expected tL�der 
a wide variety of conditions o Thi.s section of this report. 
outlines the results of one phase of this study3 Le . ,  a 
fornrula for transmission loss calculations at points wi thi.n 
the radio line of sight . 

A space wave11f is that part of the ground wave whi.ch con� 
sists of the direct and ground�reflected waves , :l. oe . �  it does 
not include the surface wave . The ground wave is predominantly 
a space wave whenever the transmi t;ting and receiving antennas 
are both elevated by more than a wavelength above the ground o 
Since the surface-wave intensity is much les s with horizontal 
than with vertical polarization, the ground wave is always 
les s  contaminated with a surface-wave component in the former 
case . The data presented in this paper were all obtained with 
horizontally polarized radio waves . 

The present discussion is concerned with space waves 
only within the "line of sight" of the higher of the two antennas 
comprising the transmission system e For the purposes of this 
discussion "line of sight 11 is defined in a particular wa:y and 
the maximum distance from the highest antenna at which the 
methods herein apply corresponds to the "space wave horizon" 

----:-�:"- ·-
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of this antenna as defined in figure 3 8 .  The detailed methods 
of arriving at the precise location of this "space wave horizon" 
will be developed later.  At this point it may be briefly 
described as the maximum distance at which the terrain would be 
illuminated by a source of radiation at the location of the 
higher of the two antennas comprising the transmission system. 

Our development of a transmission-loss formula is based 
upon the determination of a smooth curved surface (either con
cave or convex) which approximates that part of the actual 
terrain which is effective in the ground-reflection process, 
and the subsequent use of well-lmown methods of attenuation 
calculation applicable to such smooth curved surfaces . For 
example, methods have "been outlined in a paper by the author16/ 
for ground-wave cal culations over a SJI'Doth spherical surface . 
Expressed in terms of transmission loss, this formula m� be 
written: 

Lc = 36.58 + 20 log10d + 20 log10 fmc 

- 10 loglO �ld g2d + n
2 ja j 2 (dl � d2

) 2 glr g2r 

+ 2D I R I  (dl � d2) /gld g2d glr g2r cos (Q + C) ] ( 7) 

The geometry involved is illustrated on figure 39; the antenna 
power gains, �d' g2d' glr' and g2r are also illustrated. In the 
above formula the distances are expressed in . statute miles . 

( 8 )  

j R j eiC 
= plane wave ground-reflection coefficient [ 2 dl d2 D "" 1 + kt a d sib. 't 

k . 2 yr -1/2 
(1 + t :� ) J ( 9 )  

The above divergence factor, D ,  applies to  convex surfaces 
for which kt. is positive and becomes a convergence factor for 
concave surfaces for which kt is negative . This equation for 
D is, to a high degree of approximation, the same as that given 
by Riblet and BarkerW for the case where the principal. radii 
of curvature at the bounce point are taken to be parallel and 
normal, respectively, to the great circle plane through the 
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transm:).tt�ng and receiting_ antenna locations . The· radius of 
curvature of the · sur,� ace : ill :this great c:ircle plane is leta 
and normal to this plane :kt_a. At . points near the horizon, 
(7)  will not · apply since D approaches zero . for convex surfaces 
and in this case it is necessary to inte.rpolate between (7) ' 
which is applicable .at shor� distanc_es, . and a diffract;ion 
formula · applicable · at large dis.tances� this _ metho� inter
polation is fully described in the reference cite 12 • 

A solution may now be obtained · by finding the spherical 
surface (e.ither convex or concave) which �ost nearly approxi
mates the · actual terr�ir1 . A_ simplification in determining 
this spherical surface may be made when we note that the only 
part of it of importance lies near the great-circle arc of 
this sphere which passes from the base of the transmitting 
antenna to the base of the receiving antenna. The physical 
basis for this latter simplification may be e.stablished by 
locating the first Fresnel zone on the reflecting surface . 
This first Fresnel zone will be found to be a long narrow 
ellipse with its major axis lying along the great-circle arc, 
and we know that the part of the terrain of greatest importance 
in determining the intensity of the ground-reflected wave is 
that part lying :wi. thin this first Fresnel zone . An example 
in the visual spectrum of this phenomenon of reflection - is 
furnished by the reflection of the moon in the surface of a 
lake . When the surface of the lake is perfectly smooth, a 
perf'ect image · of the moon appears o� the surface at the loca
tion corresponding to the points of refle.cti an of the ground
reflected. ray� of geometrical opti9s . Since the moon is not 
a point s ource, its image_ in the surface does not occur at 
a point but. extends over a small area.  When the surface of 
the lake is rough, however, the �ge of the moon becomes a 
long narrorr path of light extending from a point on the sur
face near the observer to a poin·t".far beyond the location of 
the smooth s�face image . . The important thing . to notice in · 
connection with this ·well-known visu� phenomenon is the 
fact that the roughness of the reflect�g surface does not 
widen the smoot� surface image appreciably but 4oes lengthen 
it by a very . large amOunt . Thus .we may expect to obtain a very 
good approximation to irregular terrain space-wave transmission 
loss calculations by considering only the profile of the terrain 
along the great-circle arc between · the · bases of the transmitting 
and receiving antennas . The . above discussiqn assumed that there 
is no very prominent terrain feature, such as a mountain-side, 
off the great-circle arc � 

Before considering the · method o� · fitting a circle to the 
prof'ile along this particular great-circle arc ,  it will be 

�==�- .... 
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desirable to digrr:: ;;.s a little and consider the effect · of air 
refraction on the calculations . Allowance for the effect of 
air refraction is ordinarily made by using an earth with effec
tive radius 4/3 of its actual value . In the .present calcula
tions we have made refinements on this procedure by using the 
actual gradient of refractive index as . observed ·in Colorado in 
February and have used a value of k • 1. 231 instead of 4/3 . 
This value of k was detemtned · by Mr .  Bradford Bean o£ the 
National Bureau of Standards!!Y 1 and figures 40 and 41 give 
similar data for Februar,y and for August as determined from 
the Weather Bureau Ratner report at points throughout the . 
United States .  It is interesting to note the relatively high 
values of k along the coastal areas of the country. 

The effective value of kta which includes both the effects 
of irregular terrain and_ � atmospheric bending may be obtained 
by the following formula!2f which is derived in Appendix II . 

l . ....!.. + ....!.. - ..!.. 
kta kpa ka a 

(10) 

where a is the .actual radius �£ the earth and kpa is the effec
tive radius of the actual terrain. 

The ·receiving site for the measurements discussed in this 
paper is at a distance of 49 .3 miles as shown on figure 42. We 
see on this figure that the radiation from the transmitter at a 
height of about 8800 feet above sea level will illuminate all 
of the terrain from the base of the transmitting antenna out to 
a point beyond the base of the receiving antenna. In fact, on 
figure 38 we saw that the terrain would be illuminated by the 
transmitting antenna out to its horizon at a distance of 56 
miles. Thus the condition for the use of our space-wave formula 
is satisfied. Note further on figure 42 that, although all of 
this terrain is illuminated, only that portion of it which is 
w1 thin line or sight of the receiving antenna will contribute 
appreciably to the reflected wave intensit,y at the receiver . 
Consequently we will� somewhat arbitrarily, assume that only 
t:his part of the terrain which is within line of sight of the 
receiving antenna pl�s a significant role in the reflection 
process • The final justificatiqn tor making this somewhat 
arbi�rar.y, although p�'io� plausible,* assumption will be 

* The waves reradiated from that part of the terrain beyond the 
receiver (low · terminal) horizon mq be expected to be compara
tively weak on arrival at the receiving antenna due to their 
diffraction on propagation over this bulge of the earth. 
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provided by the degree of agreement between the measured and 
calculat.ed .transrnission losses . 

This p articular p art of the terrain is shown in more 
detail on figure 43 . This also shows how the distance to the 
hor.izon of the receiving antenna was determined. The next 
step in our calculations involves the fitting of a circle to 
only that part of the terrain from the receiving antenna out 
to the receiver horizon . It should be no ted that there are 
two purposes for determining an equivalent curved surface :LTl 
the neighborhood of the bounce point of the ground-refl ected 
ray path : (1) it is used t.o determine the precise loc ation 
of this bounce point, i .e . ,  the location of that point on the 
surface such that the ray path s atisfies Snell ' s  law, and 
(2)  it is used to determine the surface curvatures kt,a and kt a at this bounce point . We have already shown that what 
happens to the equivalent surface at points far removed from 
this bounce point is immaterial and, in fact, in the example 
used to illustrate our formula the transmitting antenna 
actually lies below the extrapolation of this equivalent 
surface back to the transmitter location . It is shown in 
Appendix II that fitting a circle is equivalent to fitting a 
second-degree polynomial to the terrain, at least for the 
range of terrain curvatures likelyto be encountered in 
practice . The fitting of this second-degree polynomial m� 
conveniently be done by the method of least squares .. 

Returning now to figure 42, we m� extend this second
degree polynomial back to the transmitting antenna . This 
dashed curve m� now be corrected for the effects of the 
curvature of the earth and the effects of air refraction to 
give the solid · curve which is now taken to be the great circle 
on the equivalent spherical surface p assing through only that 
portion of the terrain assumed to be involved in the reflec
tion and relative to which our space-wave transmission-loss 
calculations are to be made . It will be no ted in this par
ticular case that our transmitting antenna is actually below 
this equivalent srherical surface, which indicates an actually 
negative transmitting antenna height , h2 · This , however, will 
not cause any difficulty in our calculations since it is the 
positive height , h2 1 ,  above the plane tangent at the bounce 
point which enters directly into the space-wave calculations . 
It is shown in Appendix I I  that the formula for the effective 
radius of curvature, kta1 of this circular arc m� be determined 
by: 

_!_ a 1 - 1 .4995 C 
k t k 

(11) 
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where c is the coefficient of y2 in the polyriomial expression 
fitting the terrain: 

h = h10 + b y + c y2 (12) 

In the above equation h is expressed in feet above sea level 
and y is the geodesic distance along the great-circle arc 
from the receiving site expres�ed in statute miles . 

The value of kta enters directly into the transmission 
loss calculations ozil.y in connection with the formula (9) for 
the divergence (or convergence) factor . In this formula kta 
denotes the radius of curvature of the curved surface in the 
plane of propagation while k{a denotes the radius of curvature 
of the surface in the plane normal to the plane of propagation.!J/ 
Since D is appreciably different from unity only near grazing 
incidence so that sin f is quite small, it follows that the 
factor in the round brackets of (9) will be of no practical 
importance . Thus we conclude that only the curvature of the 
reflecting surface in the plane of propagation will appreciably 
influence the intensity of the ground-reflected wave and 
normally we need not even investigate the surface curvature 
normal to the propagation path. 

The only factors in our transmission loss formula which 
have not yet been discussed are the ground-reflection coefficient 
magnitude, I R I , and phase, C .  The measurements discussed in this 
paper have all been made with horizontal polarization for which I R I � 1 and C = n .  This completes the description of our 
formula and we may now use it for a comparison wi. th our· measured 
transmission los ses . These are given in the following table . 
Unfortunately only three measurements are now available . These 
three correspond to transmission from the upper site at · Cheyenne 
Mountain to the first receiving site which is at a distance of 
49 .3 miles . All of the other presently available Cheyenne Mountain 
measurements correspond to points beyond the "space wave line of 
sight" as defined earlier . For this path k • 1 . 231 and � = 
-o .3062 . 

fmc Fm(d.b) Fc (d.b ) (Fm-Fc)db �nA h sin t. . A. h2 ' (ft) hl ' (ft) 

100 121 . 21 117 .00 4.21 0 .198 1603 12 .78 

192 . 8  120. 27 118 .16 2 .11 0 .397 1668 11 .45 

1046 10 2 .31 95 .40 6.91 1 . 866 1423 40.70 
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It will be noted that the measured transmission losses 
exceed the calculated losses by an amount varying up to nearly 
7 db for this particular path. Since our theoretical formula 
is for a smooth spherical surface, it m� be that the deviation 
between the measured and calculated values arises from the 
irregularities in the terrain height relative to the spherical 
surface . 

We see on figure 43 that the actual terrain departs fran 
the dashed line used to represent it by as much as A h  = 25 
feet at a distance of 4 miles from the receiving location. A 
departure of this magnitude, .6 h, will cause the phase of the 
reflected wave from this particular portion of the terrain to 
change at the receiving location by an amount 4nA h sin yr/A.. 
We may e:A-pect our formula �o be increasingly inaccurate the 
larger the value . of this factor . This is Rayleigh ' s  criterion 
of roughness and it appears from our particular results that 
( 4n 6  h sin y />..) IllUBt be of the order of 1/10 or less if we 
are to obtain agreement between measurements and theor,y to 
better than, say, one db .  As additional measurements are made 
and compared .with the theory a still better estimate of the 
permissible height deviations will be obtained. 

It is of interest to determine the influence of air 
refraction on our calculated transmission los s�s . An idea of 
this effect may be obtained by calculatirig the additional 
transmission los s for k a 1 as compared to the value in the 
table which corresponds to k • 1 . 231 . At 100 Me the calculated 
value of this additional loss is equal to 0 .96 db, at 192 . 8  Me 
is equal to 1 . 23 db and at 1047 Me is equal to 3 .06 db .  

At large distances our trcmsmission-loss formula may be 
written in an approximate form which makes possible a better 
appreciation of the influence of the various factors . Thus 
assume that �d � g}r and g2d � g2r' let d � d1 + d2, D � I R I 
;;;- 1, Q � 4nhl ' h2 '/A.d, and Q << n/2 . Then we obtain for Lc : 

Lc � 20 log}o (d2/hl ' h2 • )  - 10 lo�o � - 10 lo�o g2 (13 )  

In the above formula, d, h1 • and h2 1 are to be expressed in 
the same units . With d expressed in statute miles and h1 ' and 
h2 1 expressed in feet, this becomes : 

10 = 148 .9 + ·40 log}o d - 20 log}o h1 1 - 20 log}oh2 ' -

- 10 lo�0- � - 10 log10 g2 (14) 
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It is of interest to note that the frequency does not appear 
in this approximate expression for the "within line of sight" 
space wave transmis sion los s; we have already seen that this type 
of formula tends to be applicable when Rayleigh 1 s criterion of 
roughness is s atisfied and we may therefore conclude that the addi
tional losses observed at the higher frequencies arise from the 
increasinglY important effects of the departures of the terrain 
from a smooth spherical surface .  

It is of interest t·o attempt a reconciliation of this formula 
with the observed tr�ssion los s results discussed by Norton1 
Schulkin and Kirby in Reference C to the FCC Ad Hoc Committee 
report .!§/ In that report it was found that the observed trans
mission loss departed substantially from the values calculated 
using the FCC 2-to-10-mile rule for determining· the transmitting 
antenna height . These departures ,  when expressed in db 1 appeared 
to be normally distributed about a mean which increased with 
increasing frequency and decreased with increasing distance . This 
behavior of the mean is exactly what would be expected in view of 
the form of Rayleigh ' s  criterion of roughness . The variance of 
the normal distribution was not found to behave as would be ex
pected from the form of this criterion of roughness1 however, and 
we must look further for an explanation of this characteristic of 
the observations . It is believed that a clue to the explanation 
of the variance lies in the coefficients h1o' b, and c in our 
polYnomial fitting the terrain. These three coefficients will 
very as we go from one receiving si.te to the next and1 in fact1 
we may suppose each of these three coefficients to be random, 
independent1 normallY distributed, variables . The expected mean 
value of h10 will be the average of the heights above sea level 
of the actual terrain for all receiving locations while the .ex
pected mean values of b and c will each be zero . We will now show 
that the vari ance of these three coefficients provides a plausible 
explanation of the observed · log normal distribution of the trans
mission loss . 

The effective height, h2 ' ,  of the tr�smitting antenna may be 
approximately expressed as follows : 

where h2 is the height of the transmitting antenna above sea 
level . �n this . formula1 all heights are expressed in feet while 
the distances are expressed in miles . Equation (15) may be 
derived ey pas sing a plane through the points on the spherical 
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surf ace corresponding to y = 0 and y = d1 and as suming that 
this plane is a good approximation to the reflection plane 
tangent to the spherical surface at y = d1 • The approxima
tion involved in this as sumption is better the smaller the 
value of the ratio (<i]_/d2 ) .  Assuming that h10, b, and c 
are each normally distributed variables,  we see that h2 ' 
will also be normally distributed with a mean value , 

--- --- 2dd2 - 2dd2 
h2 ' = h2 - hlo - ---- - hf - ----

s 3k - 3k 

This mean value may be interpreted as follows : 

(16) 

The difference (h2s - h10) simply represents the height 
of the transmitting antenna ab ove the average level of the ter
rain in the service area; h10 is not the actual terrain height 
at the receiving location but its average vaiue will neverthe
less closely approximate the average height of the terrain 
above sea level . We will represent this height by �, the sub
script f being used since this height is closely all1ed to the 
FCC tranSmitting antenna height determined from the FCC 2-to-10-
mile rule . The term 2dd2/3k gradually reduces the value of h2 1 
to zero as the distance increases and represents the systematic 
effects of the curvature of the earth and of air refraction. 
However, as h2 ' approaches zero we reach the region for whiCh 
our formula is no longer directly applicable and we must resort 
to interpolation between these results and those obtained by a 
diffraction formula .  Using this expression for h2 ' and writing 
h1 ' = hls - h1o we may now express our formula for transmis sion 
los s  as follows : 

Lc � 148 .8  + 40 log10 d - 20 log10 r(hls - hlo) (1 -
hlo - hiQ J I� h1s - h1o 

- 20 log1o 

- 10 log10 g1 - 10 log10 g2 

[ ( 2dd2
) ( 

(hlo - hlo )  + d(b + cd1) >] 
hf - 3k 

1 - -----------

hf -
2dd2 

3k 

(17 )  
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Lc = 148 . 8  + 40 lo�0 d - 20 lo�0 (h18 - h10) - · 10 loglo � 

2dd2 - 10 lono g2 - 20 lono (hf - --) 3k 

+ 8 . 68 
h1o-h10 + d(b+cdl) 

hr - 2dd2 
3k 

(18) 

Note that (hls - hlo) m� be considered to be the height of 
the lower antenna above the local terrain, i .e . ,  30 feet in the 
case of the FCC studies . The assumption is made in going from 
(17) to (18) that each of the terms in the square brackets in 
(18) is small with respect to unity and use is then made of the 
approximation loge (1-X) -;,: -X. The quantity in the square 
brackets above is, in accordance with our assumptions, a, random 
variable, normally distributed about a mean of zero . Thus it 
provides an explanation of the observed fact that transmission 
loss is log normally distributed with respect to receiving 
antenna location ; i .e . ,  that 1 is a normally distributed variable . 
Let Ohl' Ob' and ac represent the variances- of the independent 
random variables (hlo - hlo) , b, and c, respectively, and we 
find for the standard deviation o£ this variable term, expressed 
in db : 

. 8 . 68 2 � + 3k + 

{ hf-
2dd2 ]2 

ah a ahl 
hf - 2�!2 hls - hlo 

We see that this variance will increase with increasing distance 
from the transmitter . Remembering that the component of variance 
due to roughnes s decreases with increasing distance, we see that 
the combination of that roughness  variance with the above value 
may result in an over-all variance which will be more or less 
independent of the distance as has been observed in practice .12/ 

Conclusion 

It is considered desirable that ( 7) and (19 ) be used for a 
stuqy of the nature of space-wave propagation over irregular 
terrain. It is believed that these two equations provide a 
method of separating the systematic from the random effects of 
terrain irregularities .  
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t 

Distance 
in Miles 

Frequency 
in Me 

49 .3 mi 

1046 Me 

49 .3 mi 

192 . 8  Me 

49 .3 mi 

100 Me 

APPENDIX I - CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN TRANSMISSION LOSS DATA 

Transmitter and Months Recorded Pt in db 
Location above 1 watt 

---
Recording Agency Hours Recorded Lt in db 

and Location 

(CRPL)" Jan. 20, 1952- 36.021 Cheyenne Mt . , Feb . 29,  1952  
Co�o . Springs, Colo . 

CRPL 24 hrs/day 0 . 21.5 
Kendrick, Colo . 

(CRPL) Jan. 20, 1952- 33 .010 Cheyenne Mt . ,  Mar . 31, 1952 Colo S_D_rinKs Colo , 

CRPL 24 hrs/day 0.304 
l_{�ndrick, Colo • 

(CRPL) -
Jan. 20, 1952- 33 .010 Cheyenne Mt . ,  Mar. 31, 19.52 

Colo . Springs, Colo . 

CRPL 24 hrs/day 0 .304 
Ken:drick, Colo . 

Gt in db 

Gr in db 

26 .000 

2 .15 

10.40 

- ' 

2 .15 

10 .40 

2 .1.5 

* height of antenna above 2�10-mile average terrain in t.he direction of the other antenna. 
-r<"!E- height of antenna above 2-10-mile average surrounding terrain . 
�HHE- height of antenna above ground . 
�HP.H� height ofantenna above mean sea leveL 

ERP in db 
above 1 watt 

(Pt + Gt - Lt) 

ht in feet � in feet 

61 . 806 

8800 ' iHHHt-
42 . 67 1 *** 

LJ .lo6 

8800 I -IP.h't* 
17 • .50 I .*!!* 

43 .106 

8800 I .r.-:HH(-
18 o 7.5 I -lHHE-

x transmitting antenna is greater than or equal to this figure . Given in db above an isotropic antenna . 

'-" '0 
I 



Distance Transmitter and 
in Miles Locat ion 

Frequency Recording Agency 
in Me and Loc ation 

- · 

49 .4  mi ( CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  
Colo . Springs , Colo . 

210 . 4  Me CRPL 
Kendrick, Colo . 

49 .4 mi 
.(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt • , 
Colo . Springs� Colo . 

9 2  Me CRPL 
Kendrick, Colo . 

(CRPL) 
70. 2  mi Cheyenne Mt. ,  

Colo . Springs , Colo . 

9 2  Me CRPL 
Karval, Colo . 

- ·-

, ( CRPL) 
70 . 2  mi Cheyenne Mt . ,  

Colo . Springs , Colo . 

100 Me CRPL 
Karval, Colo . 

Months Recorded 

Hours Recorded 

Jan. 20, 195'2-
Mar . 7 ,  1952 

24 hrs/day 
-

Jan . 20, 1952-
Mar . 7 ,  1952 

24 hrs/day 

Jan. 20, 1952-
Mar . 7 '  1952 

24 hrs/day 

� � -- - - -- · - -

Jan . 20, 1952-
Mar . 31, 1952 

24 hrs/day 

ERP in db 
Pt in db Gt in db above 1 watt 

above 1 watt (Pt + Gt - Lt )  
Lt in db Gr in db ht- in feet 

hr in feet 

33 .010 10 .60 43 .425 

0 . 185 2 .15 7700 1 ***il-
35 .50 1  *** 

33 .010 9 . 25 42 .171 

0 .089 2 .15 7700 ' **** 
36.75 ' *** 

g 
I 

33 .010 9 . 25 42 . • 171 

0 .089 2 .15 7700 ' **** 
36.75 ' *** 

- - · 

33 .010 9 .9 8  42 . 886 

0 .104 2 .15 8800 1 **** 
18 .75 1 *** 



,. ' 

Distance 
in Mile.s 

Frequency 
in Me 

70 . 2  mi 

192 .8  Me 

70 . 2  mi 

1046 Me 

96.6 mi 

100 Me 

96 .6 mi 

192 . 8  Me 

Transmitter and 
Location 

Recording Agency 
and Location 

(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  
Colo . Springs , Colo 

CRPL 
Karval, Colo . 

(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  
Colo . S�rinJts . Colo 

CRPL 
��val, Colo . 

(CRPL) 
Cl].�;yepne Mt . , 
Qolo . Spr�gsJ Colo 
- - -

CRPL 
Haswell, Colo . 
(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  
Colo . Springs , Colo 

CRPL 
Haswell, Colo . 

• 

ERP in db 
Months Recorded Pt in db Gt in db above 1 watt 

above 1 watt (Pt + Gt - Lt) 

Hours Recorded lt in db Gr in db lit in feet � in  feet 

Jan. 20, 1952-
Mar . 31, 1952 33 .010 

(834 hrs ) 
10 .40 43 .106 

24 hrs/day 0.304 2 .15 8800 1 **** 
17 .50 ' *** 

Jan. 20, 1952- 36 .021 26.00 61 . 806 Feb . 29, 1952 
(207 hrs) f=;" 

24 hrs/day 0 . 215 2 .15 8 Boo ' **"'f* 
42 .67 r *** 

Jan. 20, 1952-
:t1ar . 31, 1952 33 .010 9 .98  42 . 886 

24 hrs/day 0 .104 2 .15 8800 1 **** 
18 . 7.5 t *** 

Jan . 20J 1952- 33 .010 
- 10.40 43 .106 Mar . 31.9 1952 

24 hrs/day 0 .304 2 .15 8800 1 **** 
17 .59 ' *** 



Distance 
in Miles 

.. . 

Frequency 
in Me 

96.6  mi 

1046 Me 

9 6 . 8  mi. 

210 .4 Me 

9 6 . 8  mi 

92 Me 

226 .6  mi 

1046 Me 

• 

Transrirl.tter and 
Location 
-

Recording Agency 
and Location 

(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  
Colo . Springs, Colo . 

CRPL 
Haswell, Colo . 

(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  
Colo . Springs, Colo . 

CRPL 
Haswell, Colo . 

(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  
Colo . Springs , Colo . 

CRPL 
Haswell, Colo . 

(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  
r.n1 n �n,..; ncrl'l r.n1 n 
CRPL 
Garden City, Kansas 

Months Recorded 

Hours Recorded 

Jan. 20, 1952-
Feb . 29, 1952 

24 hrs/day 

Jan. 20, 1952-
Mar . 7,  1952 

24 hrs/day 

Jan. 20, 1952-
Mar .. 1, 1952 

24 hrs/day 

Feb . 23, 1952-
Feb . 25·, 1952 

24 hrs/day 

Pt � db  Gt in db 
above l watt 

Lt in db Gr irt db 

33 .021 26 .00 

0 . 215 2 .15 

33 .010 10 .60 

0 .185 2 .15 

33 .010 9 . 25 

0.089 2 .15 

36.021 26. 00  

0 . 215 2 .15 

' 

. .  

ERP in db 
above 1 watt 

(Pt + Gt - 4,) 
ht in feet � in feet 

61.806 

88oo • **** 
42 .67 t if** 

43 .425 

7700 • **** 
35 .so • if** 

42 .171 

7 700 • **** 
36.75 • if** 

61.806 

88oo • **** 
42 .67 t if** 

f;:" 1\) 



ERP in db 
Distance Transmitter and Months Recorded Pt in db Gt in db above 1 watt 
],n Miles Location above 1 watt (Pt + Gt - Lt) 

Frequency Recording Agency Hours Recorded Lt in db Gr in db ht in feet 
in Me and Location hr in feet 

- - = 

(CRPL) . 

226 .6 mi Cheyenne Mt . ,  1 Jan. 20' l952- 33 .01 9 .98 41 . 886 
Colo . Springs , Colo .! Mar . 31, 1952 

. 8800 1 **** 100 Me CRPL 24 hrs/ day 0.104 2 .15 l8 75 1 
Garden City, Kansas 

• *!Hf-

226 .6  mi (CRPL) Jan. 20, 1952- 4 Cheyenne Mt . ,  Mar . 31 1952 33 .01 10 . 0 43 .106 
Colo . Springs � Colo . ' 

192 .8  Me CRPL 24 hrs/day 0.304 2 .15 8800 1 **** 
Garden City, Kansas 17 .50 1  *** 

(CRPL) Jan 20 1952 226 . 6  mi Cheyenne Mt . ,  M • 7 ' 1952
- 33 .010 9 . 250 42 .171 

Colo . Springs , Colo . 
ar . ' 

----------------�---------------+---------------+--------------
92 Me CRPL 24 hrs/day 0.089 2 .15 7700 1 -lHf--:Ht-

Garden City, Kansas 
· 

36 .75 1 *** 

(CRPL) F b 5 1952 393 .5  mi Cheyenne Mt . ,  M
: 

• 7
' 

1952
- 33 .101 9 . 25 42 .171 

Colo . Springs , Colo ar . ' 

9 2  Me CRPL Int.erm:i.ttent 0 .089 12 .15 7700 ' '**** 
Anthony, Kans as periods 39 ' *** 

e; 



Distance 
in Miles 

Frequency 
in Me 

-- - - - . - -· 

393 .5 mi 

100 Me 

- -

393 .5  mi 

100 Me 

. - - - - - . --

393 .5  rni 

192 . 8 Me 

393 .5 mi 

1046 Me 

- -

---

Transmitter and 
Location 

Recording Agency 
and Location 

(CRPL) 
- - - - -

Cheyenne Mt . ,  

-

Colo . Springs , Colo . 

CRPL 
Anthony, Kansas 

(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  :::· Springs_,_Coll 
Anthony, Kansas __ 

. 

( CRPL) 
.Cheyenne Mt . ,  
Colo . Springs, Colo . 

CRPL 
Anthony, Kansas 

(CRPL) 
Cheyenne Mt . ,  
Colo . Springs, Colo . 

CRPL 
,Anthony, Kansas 

Months Recorded 

Hours Recorded 

-- -

Feb . 5, 1952-
Mar . 11, 1952 

Intermittent 
periods 

. - . .. -

Feb . 5, 1952-
Mar. 11, 1952 

Intermittent 
periods 

- - - -- - . 

Feb. 5, 1952-
Feb . 18, 1952 

Intermittent 
periods 

Feb . 5, 1952-
Feb . 20, 1952 

Intermittent 
periods 

- - . . 

Pt in db 
above 1 watt 

· -

. - -

Lt in db 

-- -

33 .010 

0.104 

33 .010 

- -- - . 

0 .104 

33 . 010 

0 .304 

36 .021 

0 . 215 

--

. - - -

Gt in db 

Gr in db 

. - - - - . - - - - --- - - . . 

- - ·-

9 .98 

12 .1.5 
-

9 .98 

15 .55 

-

- -- - - - - - - - ·- . .... . . -- --

10 .40 

13 .25 

26 .00 

26 .15 

-

- -- · 

- - -

ERP in db 
above 1 watt 

(Pt + Gt . - Lt) 
ht in feet 
hr in feet 

- . - - -

42_. 886 

8800 1 **** 
39 ' *** 

-

42 . 886 

8800 1 **** 
39 ' *** 

---

43 .106 

8800 1 **** 
39 t *** 

61 .806 

8800 ' **** 

30 1 
*** 

t= 
-



ERP in db 
Distance Transrirl.tter and Months Recorded Pt in db Gt in db above 1 watt 
in Miles Location above 1 watt (Pt + Gt - Lt) --
F""eq_uency Recording Agency Hours Recorded Lt in db Gr in db · ht- in feet 
in Me and Location - � in feet 

-

616.3 mi (CRPL) Feb. 211 19.52- 9 .98 Cheyenne Mt . ,  Feb . 24, 19.52 33 .010 42 .886 
Colo . Springs 1 Colo • . 

100 Me CRPL Intermittent 0.104 1.5 ..5.5 88oo' **** 
Fay�tteville, Ark. periods 38 1 *** 

-

G;: 

--

---- -- ----
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APPENDIX ll 

SPHERICAL SURFACE GEOMETRY INCLUDING AN ALLOijANCE FOR 
ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION 

The following relations may be determined from figure 44: 
cos Q = a a +  h 

d Q = a:-

h = a(sec Q - 1) = 
d2

(1 + 5d2
2 + • • •  ) 

2a 12a 

(20) 

(21) 

( 22) 

Use of the first term only in ( 22 )  above introduces an error in 
estimation of h of less than 0 .1 percent for d <  ( a/20) , i .e .  for 
a = 4000 miles, d < 200 miles . 

Similarly we may obtain: 

( 23 )  

(24) 

In the above a denotes the actual radius of the earth which we 
take to be equal to its average value 3958 .74 miles . Note that, 
at the limit of applicability of the first term in ( 22) , Q < 
2 .8° and this should be kept in mind in interp:r-eting figure 44 
on which Q is , for convenience, shown to be 45° . For Q 2 . 8° 
all of the circled points on figure 44 will lie very nearly on 
a vertical line . In the· above equations , the heights and dis
tances are to be expressed in the same units . In (12) , however, 
h is expressed in feet and y in miles . Consequently, when used 
in the above equations, the curvature of the terrain relative to 
a plane tangent at the bounce point of the ground-reflected wave 
is equal to : 

1 = 1 ·2c 1 
kpa - a - 5280 = a (1 - 1 .4995c) (25� . 

�ote that the radius of curvature, kpa, at the bounce point is 
1ndependent of the slope of the plane tangent to the terrain at 
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the bmmce point and is thus independent of b ..  This independence 
of kp and b may be seen by reference to figure 44 (drawn for the 
case b = 0) if we let b vary by rotating the curve labelled sea 
level in the plane of the diagram about the bounce point at d ,.. 

0 :  this rotation clearly does not change the radii of curvature 
of either the actual terrain or the effective terrain . 

It has long been recognized11/ that the effects of air 
refraction may, to a first approximation, be allowed for in 
transmission loss calculations at poL11t.s within the line of 
sight by assuming that the refractive index of the atmosphere 
has a constant gradient (dn/dh) with height above sea level .. 
Since ( dn/dh) is assumed to be a constant,  independent of h, 
the reference height may as well be that of the actual earth 
rather than sea level . The ray curvature resulting from such a 
constant gradient is sjJilply (L :) and the effective curvature 
of a fictitious earth, relati� to which the rays appear to be 
straight lines, is thus � 

( 26) 

The values of k shown on figures 40 and 41 are based on ( 26)  with 
a equal. to the average radius of the earth but wlth (dn/dh) measured 
from the actual si.lrface of the earth.. Finally, we may obtain a 
fictitious curvature which allows for both the effects of air 
refraction and of terrain curvature relative to that of the earth 
simply by adding the curvature (� �) to the net curvature of the 
actual terrain as given by ( 25) g 

� = 1 (1 = 1 .. 4995c) + 1- dn = 1 (1 = 1 .. 4995c) ( 27 )  
kt,a a n0 dh a k 

An alternative derivation of ( 27 ) ,  which may appeal to 
some, follows from the geometry of figure 44, remembering that 
in all of our applications , Q will be very small . If we define 
hr to be the change, due to air refraction, in the effective 
height of the horizon, then� 

hr = ll = � J �: ( 28) 

On the diagram we see that ht, -;;: � - hr, the degree of 
approximation ·arising from the higher order tems of ( 22 ) . 
Thus, by substituting ( 23 ) ,  ( 24) and ( 28 )  into this relation, 
we obtaim 
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( 29) 

or L - L + 1 - 1 ;,. ! - L4995c 
kt �p k k (30) 
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10000 ! TERRAIN PROFI LES OF CHEYE;NNE MOUNTAIN I 
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- A. C. 
•- LINE ., _ REG 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 88 TO 108, 176 TO 1056 MC TRANSMITTERS 

Q . _, 
- &MIN  

3 KW 88 · 108 MC TRANSMITTER 
260�11c ,.....,.,...,. 

I � IU..TIPI.IER I � 
� � ��p �����.��r------------------------------+�� !(:! 7 DC18.DIS F-. 100 111: 2._ I TRIPUR l..M£_ 

"' __________ ..... 1 8.33333� 

3 KW 176- 216 MC TRANSMITTER 

5KW 1016- 1056MC TRANSMITTER 

r-----L-----, 

GAT[ T12tH'> �s· ..:.[ � ... [Mid Wl.T--' I«*JV-1 
t eov � • tiOO v : -1000v - I.!()J �'if'O C[LL ! Nw.ArtC YSTRON BEAM SlA'I.. �R SlFfLIES KL y 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J L _ _ _ _ _ _  -_ _ _  - - - - - - - - - -----' 
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ARRANGEMENT OF ELEMENTS 
IN 1046 Mc KLYSTRON TUBE 

Bucket or Catcher 

0 
:o � � 

0 
Cathode 

...-.r--- 0 Volts 

Filament (-------" 

Power Output 
To Wave Guide 

From 25 Wott 
Dr1ver Unit 
1046.4748Mc 

TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS 1046.4748 Me 
B•om Vo/logtJ 11000 Valls 
BtJom CurrtJnl 1.55 Amps. 

· (Bollom l� Amps. 
Focusing Coils C6nltJr .88 Amps. 

Top .29 Amps. 

BombordtJr VollogtJ 2200 Volls 

Continuous PowtJr Oulpul 4 KW 

figure I I  
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Figure 12! 

vi RCUIT DIAGRAM OF 1046 MC KLYSTRON AMPL I F I ER H IGH VOLTAGE RECTI FIER 

I I I I 'TiT1 loloolu 
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REGUUT'Oit TERMINALS 
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CI RCUIT DIAGRAM OF 1046 MC KLYSTRON AMPL I F I ER VOLTAGE STABALI ZAT ION EQU I PM ENT 

TB-2 

Figure 13 ... ... 

-::?- • FRAME GAOl.WD 

1000 \G.T REGULATOR 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 1046.475 Me RECORDI NG RECEIVER 

�v 

PRESELECTOR - CRYSTAL 
MIXER 

1036.8 Me/See. 

115 V 
50-SO CPS SORENSEN 

REGULATOR 
MOOEL 250 S 

STANCOR 
MODEL 752 

D C  
POWER SUPPLY 

-

� 

FIRST 
I.F. AMPLIFIER � 
9.675 Me/Sec. 

SECOND FREQUENCY 
MULTIPLIER 

9.6 TO 1036.8 Me/Sec. 

ELECTRONICALLY 
REGULATED 

POWER SUPPLY 

63 v oc: 
REGULATED 

FILAMENT VOLTAGE 

Ploure 1!1 

FREQ. DEVIATION 
CIRCUITS AND 

MIXER FOR 
EXTERNAL BF.O. 

5f(;JND 

I. F. �TTENUATOR I. F. AMPLIFIER � 15 kc/See. 
MIXER a DETECTOR 

4.8Mc/Sec. 

9.6 McjSec. . 
FIRST FREQUENCY 

MULTIPLIER 
100 lie TO 9.6Mc/Sec. 

IOOkc/Sec. 
8+ FREQUENCY 

STANDARD 

E.A. . 
� RECORDER 

1-

.-- TIME 
TOTALIZER 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF VHF RECEIVERS 

LOCAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCIES (Me) 
SIG. FREQ. LOCAL. OSC. 1 INPUT MULT. FREQ. . OUTPUT 

92 I ST. 0.1 0.1,0.;5,0.91 1 .8,9, 18, 72 
36 72 ' 

tOO I ST. 0.1 0.1,0.5,2.!5,5, 1!_30,60,! 120 
120 

. 

192.8 - I st - --0.1 0.1,0.3,0.9,2.7,!.4,10.8, j 172.8 
21.6,43.2,86.4,172.8 

210.4 
. - I Sr.- .. -

0.1 0.1,0.3,0.9, 1.8,3.&.7.2, 230.4 
. . �.4�Jl!.2=-,2!04=:.,-.:· --::-----{ 

92,100, 2 NO _ _!:.8 _ _!.:.8t.9,18 18 
192 8,210.4 3 RD 0.1 0.1.03,Q.9,1.8 I 1.8 

Figurt II 

RECOR[)ER 
OUTPUT 
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9IG 
STANDMD

IZ 
OUTPUT 

. GEN. 

ED 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL RECORDING SITE 

� 7 

- I  f 
92 -

� 
SIG GEN. . 

St . liEo·- �· 1 OUTPUT '  
� 

100-

� V' 
SIG GEN. STANDARD-

. IZED -· I OOTruT 
r 

192.8Mc 

� 
SIG. GEN. STANDARD-� 

IZED I OOTruT I 
V' 

210.4 -

� 7 
SIG. GEN. 

st 
I ZED ....... , .OOTPUT r 

1046.4748 -
NARROir AMrl NARROW......, NARRON BAN> - NARROW BAN> 1- NotiRROW BAND 1-IEEIVER RECEIVER RECEIVER RECEIVER RECEIVER 

I 100 111: IOO IIc IOO IIc IOO IIc 100 

ESTER.N .. � .. -� ESTER.N: ESTER.INE MClJS ANGUs ANGUS ANGUS ANGUS fBXRIER RECCRER 

lOTAUZNi 10TAUZWG 10TAUZING 10TALIZNO lOTAUZNi 
� � �R � .,... 

LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL 
MA T- HTBiRATED INTEGRATED INJEGfWD) NTEIRIO'ED 

<1J£R TIME OVER TIME <1J£R TIME OVER T-
I 

- IOOIIc STD TM:  � TO ALL RECEIVER :: PRIMARY � SIGNALS LOCAL OSCLLMORS - FREQ STD wwv 

1!1 -
Pt:RIOOOF 

Ltg/11,. l 1'H[ [ARJH 
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CURVES SHOWING MEASURED STABILITY 
OF RECEIVER-TOTALIZER SYSTEM FOR TYPICAL WEEK 
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SAM PLE FAST SPEED RECORDI NGS OF 92 MC AN D 1046 MC 

TRANSMISSIONS FROM CHEYEN NE MOU NTAIN 

D i stance 393.5 Mi les 

' !RHOMBIC WITH 5.3 1 WAVELENGTH 

2:52 P. M. 2:53 P.M. 2:54 P. M. 2:55 P. M. 2:56 P. M. 2:57 P.M. 2:58 P. M.  

February 20, 1952 

. i . . � 
� ... m: � � 170 110 � 

175 . 
115 � � � . . � �  

� 00  � �  I . . 
9:34.P. M. 9:35 P.M. 

. 9:36 P. M. � � February 12, 1 952 

Fi gure 2 1  
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DISTR I BUTIONS OF INSTANTANEOUS SIGNAL LEVELS 
RECEIVED ON 100 MC AT 393.5  AND 616.3 M I LES 
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DISTRIBUTIONS OF HOURLY MEDIAN SIGNAL LEVELS 
RECEIVED BETWEEN JANUARY 20 AND APRIL 1, 1952 
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DIURNAL VARIATION OF SIGNAL LEVEL MEDIANS 
BY 3 HOUR PERIODS 
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DIURNAL VARIATION OF HOURLY MEDIAN 

FIELDS RECEIVED ON 100 MC AT ANTHONY, KANSAS 
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SAMPLE RECORDINGS OF 100 MC TRANSMISSIONS 

FROM CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN 

10:54 A.M. 10:55 A.M. 

Distance 616.3 Miles 

FtbruarJ 24, 1952 

10:56 A.M. 10:57 A.M. 10:51 A.M. 10:51 A.M. 
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AVERAGE REFRACTIVE INDEX GRADIENT 
OVER CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN PATH 
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SI M U LTA N EOUS RECORD I NGS OF 92 MC TRANSM I SSIONS 
FROM CHEYE N N E  MOUNTA I N  

Recei�ed O n  Rhombic Antenn�s Displaced Hor izonta l ly 50 Feet Normal To The Path 
Distance 393.5 M i les 
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Figure 36 <:§> 
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S I M ULTANEOUS RECORDI NGS 92 MC AND 100 MC TRANSM ISSIONS 
FROM CHEYENNE MOUNTAI N 

Distance 393.5 M i les 
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GEOMETRY ILLUSTRATING THE REGIONS 
WITH IN  AND BEYOND THE •SPACE WAVE LINE OF SIGHT• 
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Figure 38 



GEOMETRY FOR SPACE WAVE CALCULATIONS WITH A 

CONCAVE OR A.  CONVEX SPHERICAL SURFACE OF 
EFFECTIVE RADI US kt a 

Figure 39 



EFFECTIVE EARTH·s RADIUS, _ka, 

ALLOWANCE FOR AI R REFRACTION 

L1 n is the index of refraction change calculated 
from the 1945 Weather Bureau Ratner Report 
data corresponding to L1 h from the surface to 
a height of one kilometer above the surface 

Fi gure 40 . 



EFFECTIVE EARTH"S RADIUS, ka, 

ALLOWANCE FOR AI R REFRACTION 
- -

k = I I [ I  + � !� ] 

Fi g u re 41  

dn is the index of refraction change calculated 
from the 1945 Weather Bureau Ratner Report 
data corresponding to A h from the surface to 
a height of one kilometer above the surface 
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TERRAIN  ANALYSIS FOR RECEIVING 
TERMINAL AT KENDRICK, COLORADO 
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DISTANCE FROM RECEIVING SITE 

Figure 41 



/ Effective Terra in Curvature 
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THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
Functions and Activities 

The functions of the National Bureau of Standards are set forth in the Act 
of Congress, March 3, 1901, as amended by Congress in Public Law 619, 1950. 
These include the development and maintenance of the national standards of 
measurement and the provision of means and methods for making measurements 
consistent with these standards; the determination of physical constants and 
properties of materials; the development of methods and instrumen�s for testing 
materials, devices, and structures; advisory services to Government Agencies on 
scieatific and technical problems; invention and development of devices to serve 
special needs of the Government; and the development of standard practices, 
codes, and specifications. The work includes basic and applied research, de
velopment, engineering, instrumentation, testing, evaluation, calibration services 
and various consultation and information· services. A major portion of the 
Bureau's work is performed for other Government Agencies, particularly the 
Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy Commission. The scope of ac
tivities is suggested by the listing of divisions and sections on the inside of the 
front cover. 

Reports and Publications 
The results of the Bureau's work take the form of either actual equipment and 

devices or published papers and reports. Reports are issued to the sponsoring 
agency of a particular project or program. Published papers appear either in the 
Bureau's own series of publications or in the journals of professional and scientific 
societies. The Bure�u itself publishes three monthly periodicals, available from 
the Government Printing Office: The Journal of Research, which presents com· 
plete papers reporting technical investigations; the Technical News Bulletin, which 
presents summary and preliminary reports on work in progress; and Basic Radio 
Propagation Predictions, which provides data for determining the best frequencies 
to use for radio communications throughout the world. There are also five series 
of nonperiodical publications: The Applied Mathematics Series, Circulars, Hand
books, Building Materials and Structures Reports, and Miscellaneous Publications. 

Information on the Bureau's publications can be found in NBS Circular 460, 
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards ($1.00). Information on cali
bration services and fees can be fo1md in NBS Circular 483, Testing by the National 
Bureau of Standards (25 cents). Both are available from the Government Print· 
ing Office. Inquiries regarding the Bureau's reports and publications should he 
addressed to the Office of Scientific Publications, National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington 25, D. C. 
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